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What followed was like the twinkling of an eye. Down came the giant trunk with awful force upon the lion's back.
•rhen followed the huge feet. Such tremendous weight could not but crush anything, and the
lion was fairly battered and bruised into a limp mass.
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CHAPTER I.
THE

EXPLORER' S STORY,

"STANLEY SEARS,
"CONGO FREE STATE. AFRICA.''

Taus the card read which Barney O'Shea bad placed in his hand by
~~ past thirty, with a bronzed compl'.lxion,
and eyes keen and penetratmg as thoso or a Hawkshaw.
The Celt ~?:lanced shrewdly at the visitor, and said:
" Misther Frank Reade, Jr., gave orders, sor, that he wns not to be
disturbed, Is it a bit important, sorT''
" It is very important, my man, ·• replied Stanley Sears, "oli that J
ask of you is to hand him the cant. He will be satisfied the moment
he sees it."
"I'll do that, sor."
Barney closed the wicket gate anC vanished. Sears awaited his return.
He bad come to Rendestown upon a very important mission, as we
shall see.
He bad returned from ten years of thrilling experiences in the Block
Zone or Africa. One day whil~ sitting in the reading-room of the
Waldorf, in New York, he had chanced to find a startling series of
paragraphs in the newspaper.
Thus they read:
"The latest from Reudestown hos it that Frank Reade, Jr., the
youna inventor, whose fame is world wide, has complPted his new in
Tent.i~n, the Desert Schooner, and Is soon to undertake a trip to some
far part of the world.
" People will await with interest the conflrm ~ti on of t.his report,
and also what Will be the resul t. It is said thut the Schooner excels
ali of his past inventions. II so, it must indeed be a triumph."
Sears read and reread this iteru, which was of more than ordinary
interest to him.
Then hA muttered :
"That must be the Frank Rearle, Jr., I heard or once on the upper
Nile. If so, and his invention is what I bear it is. he is just th e man
1 wanf. Readestown is his home, eb! I wonder where that con be?"
He mnde inquiry, and very quickly learned where Readestown wns.
That settled it.
'\'be next truln took him to the inventor's home. Deep down among
the bills was the s111art little town.
He presented himself at the gate o! the Reade Machine Works, and
gave Barney his card as we have seen,
Frank Rende, Jr., was busy In the great draughting room, where be
made the plana or all his machines. As Barney entered, he looked up
in annoyance.

a tali, power!ul-huilt man
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" I thought I told you that I was busy, Barney!" he begoa.
"Shore, sor, an' ye did," replied the Celt, "hut here's a gentleman
says that as soon as ye see his card, ye'll drop iverytbing to see him."
' He must be a mig!Jty dignitary theo," snit\ Frank, sharply; "the
curd!"
He glanced at it and gave a start. Then be knitted his brows re·
flectively a moment. ,
" Stanley Sears! That must be the fPllow I heard so much about in
Central Africa. It may be-that is-" he dropped his pencil, "show
him in, Barney!'' he said, "I will see him!"
The Celt ducked his head and vanished. In a few moments he was
at the wicket gate.
"Misther Frank will see 'yez, sor," he cried. "plaze to walk in!''
The visitor's face lit up with pleasure and satisfaction.
" I knew that. be would not refnse," he declared. " I hope to enlist h1s interest and sympathies further."
He follovted Barney's lead, and in a (PW moments was in the
dru.ughting room and tnce to fnce with Frank Rend A, Jr• •
1'he young inventor arose and laced his visitor. They gazed into
each others eyPs, and from that moment were warm friends.
"Mr. Render•
"Yes, sir."
" I am glnd to ~ave the honor. Yon saw my cnrdf'
" I did, Mr. Sears. Pray have a seat."
"You are not altoe;ether a stranger to me, Mr. Rende. Some years
ago on the upper1 Nile I he1trd of yon!"
" Exactly, and I heard or you in the sam., way."
" Then we ought t<:> feel well acquainted.''
"You are right."
" I will make my business brief. I can•e to see you upon quite an
important matter. I un derstand that you hnve bmlt a mochiull called
th e Desert Schooner, ahoard which a mao can travel in the most dangerous r! regions with comparative safety.''
"1'hat is true!" replied Frank. " The Schooner was designed lor
that very purpose.''
" And also that you meditate a trip to some far part of the worldf'
" That is also true!"
" The object of such a trip is mainly to seek wild adventure and
exploration. Am I rigbtf'
"You are!"
"Very good," said Sears, drawing a deep breath. "Now you
know that exploration is the one aim of my life, I live for it and
nothing elso."
"I have understood that.''
" This brings I<S down to the point. I will be brief. During my explorations in Africa I learned of a very wonderful region somewhere
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along the equator. It is a region hemmed in by high mountains and
known as the valley of the Giant Elephant Hunters.
"No white man bas ever been able to peuetrute this region. Livingston, Speke and other great explorers have attempted it many
times and failed. No man can get beyond that black barrier. Tbe
giants are fi erce and warlike and not to be PllCilieLI.
"'l'be only way to iuvade that region is to go invested with a coat
of mail or such meuus of oH"ense and defense us will make life safe.
Now it is the crowninl!: desire of my life to explore that regiOn. Jts
most notable feature report bas it, is r.he wonderful mountain of ivory.
"For centuries these giant blacl<s un:i their ancestors have been eu
gaged in elephant hunting. With the ivory they have constructed a
mountain said to be fully a thousand feet Ligh. The wealth of the
1vory mountain can hardly be computed. It would enrich a regiment.
This is tbe story. Now for my errand. With your co·operaLion on
buard your wonderful Desert Schooner, I believe that we could safely
invade and conquer that region.
"The beneHts to be derived can hardly be computed. We need
have no compunctions on the score that we are conquerors, for the
giant blacks are a menace to the entire rP-gicn abc ut, and to make
war upon them is legitimate ancl proper!''
Sears paused and regarded Frank attentively for a moment. Frank
was silent for a sp~ll.
Then he reached up and took down a chart from a shelf near.
" Let me see," he said, " that ivory mountain sbouhl be about
here!'' he placed his Hoger on the map.
w
" A little more to the east," repli11d Sears.
" The ne&ri!B\ point to start from tilen would be Libreville in th11
French Congo region!''
"I think sol''
Frank closed the chart book and consulted a notebook. After some
while be ventured to remark:
"Yoor plan is to strike in among the elephant hunters as a con·
queror."
"Yes!"
" Would not pacific means be best?''
" Assuredly, if they would work. Bot these sava~es are not to he
dealt with in that manner. They are the worst class of natives in
tbe dark couuueut.''
"I om interested in your project,'' declared Frank, candh.lly.
"Good!" exclaimAd Sears, joyfully.
"lu fact, lmay say that It presents just the enterprise I have been
looking for. The Schooner is equipped for just such work.''
" N otbln~t could be better.''
" Before we ~o further, however, Jet us discuss all the ,pros and
eons and sift matters thoroughly.''
" I agree to that!"·
As it might be wearisome to the reader, we will not dwell upon the
conversation which followed. For full two hours the two men debated the ·projllct.
By that time each thoroughly understood the other, and the matter was adjusted.
Frunk touched a bell.
In an instant a comical negro appeared from some unknown region.
" Pomp!" said Frank, sharply.
"Yas, sub!"
. "You are to find Barney, and acquaint him with the foct that
we are to start f:Jr tne west coast of Africa within the week.''
The coon's eyes rolled.
For Africky, sab?"
· "Yea.. '•
"A'right, sah!"
" Be sure to have all in readiness aboard the Schooner for the
start, nod be re 1~dy yourselves. You understand!"
" I does, sa h."
"You may go."
Tbe coon disappeared, Then Stanley Sears gripped Frar.:t's hand.
"Here's success to our J;rojectl" he cried. •· We shall win great
ends! You are a man after my heart, Mr. Reade!"
Frank laughed at this, and snid:
"Time will tell. Be on hand by Thursday, sur6!"
"I will.''
• A few moments later Sears was gone. Then Frank bej!;an industrioo,ly storing away his papers. There was work ahead for him
now.
There came a light tap on the door.
"Come in!''
.
It open~>d, and on the threshold, tin:iclly s:ood Barney the Irishman,
and Pomp the negro. They stood there, respectfully ducking and bow·
in g.
"Well," said Frank, brusquely, "wha~ is it, yoo fat rnscalsf'
"Shore, eor, is it throe that we be goin' to Afriky!'' asked Barney.
"Yes,'' r~>plif•d Frank. "I want you to have the Schooner ready at
the enrliest possible day.''
"Whurroo!'' shonted Barney, and turned a handsprina,
" Ki yi!" screamed Pomp, with a double shutlle, a~d away thev
scampered, full of delight at the prospect.
•
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CHAPTER II.
IN CENTRAL AFRICA,

FoR the reader's better comprehension let us take a j:lrief look at the
Schooner.
Fraul<'s latest invention wos truly bis most wonderful.
It was his first purpose to construct u vehicle which should not be
cumbersome, and yet be roomy and strong and capable of traveling
at fair speed over rough gronnd.
It should also be bullet proof and provided with· means of defense,
for in strange Iantis and wild countries there was no telling what
perils they m1ght e11counter.
So he selected thin but toughened steel for the framework and body
of the Schooner. 'l'he dim Hnsions were some forty feet In length by
eight in width. This made the vehicle so roomy that iL could be di·
vided into Vilrious convenient compartments.
Frank Louk sli~htly as a model tile old·fashioned prairie schooner,
lot, of course, the make up of the VAhicle was essenticlly difierent
lforn that famous though amiqnated craft.
The running work of the Sc11ooner was a marvel.
It was syrnnoerricul, light and strong. The wheels were four in
numller nod provided with rubher tires.
The liody which sat upon this running gear was of. plate~ of steel
and for n hei~rlll of four feet wus plain wurk. Tllen thera rose a struc·
ture barrel shaped of line stPel netting, which was hullet proof.
The advantag-e of this wns easily to be se.on. The vol:agPrs could
loCJk in any direction and be always sure of light and air, and be thus
doubly secure from sudden attack.
Above the roof of DPtting wus a narrow platform or deck, protected
by a guard rail. Upon this plat.lorm was oue of the most important
adjuncts of the vehicle.
This was the famous electric gun, the invention of Frank Reade,
Jr., and probably the most deadly weapon known • .
It was mounted upon a swivel, was long of burrel, and extremely
light, one man being easily ahle to lift it,
But it wa~ provi.red with pneumatic tubes and chambers which,
operated by electrici ty, wouh.l enable it to throw a dynamite shell two
miles with deadly results.
Forward of this was a short deck leading to the pilot house, a round
tower with plate glass windows. Upon it there was mounted a power•
ful search light.
'!'here were windows and loop-holes for firing, in the sides of the
schoo11er. 'I'aken altogHther it was well equipped for defensl!,
The interior of the vehicle wos furnbhed and litted up in a luxurious
fashion. No detail was omitted to make it a literal pnlace on wheels.
Tnere were srores and nmmunition on board suiHcrenL for a long
trip. Tile electric engines were operated hy dynamos and a system
of storage batteries, the construction of which was on.- of Frank
Reade, Jr.'s secrets.
In the p1lot bouse there was a key-board, where the operator could
sit and direct tbe course and re~:ulate the speed of the vehicle with
the greatest Pase, by simply pushing a botton or pollin~ oper: a lever.
This constrtuteA a very meager and incomplete description of the
Schooner. We will, however, leave the details to be woven in with
the incidents as our story progresses.
Frank Reade, Jr., was more thun pleased with the plan proposed by
Stanley Sears. Th., project seemed to promise just wnat he wantedviz, excitement, perrl, and an ultimate OtlJeCt, which was t:te capture
of Lbe Jvory Mountain.
Be could hardly wait for the day or departure to come.
As it would be necessary to have the machine transported across
several thousand n11les of salt water to the shore of Africa, Frank
proceeded to make arrangements therefore.
Fortunately ,he had a friend in New YorK who was a sea captain and
the owner of a trump steamer. Tllis was the Sea Brrd, and she WM a
stanch vessel.
Cuptarn Wellman expressed himself as only too delic;htP.d to accept
Frank's terms nod convey the Desert Schooner and party to tbe west
coast of Africa; so the bargain was qmckly made.
The Schooner was packed in sections aboard the steamer, and all
was in reaoliness for thtl start.
Libreville, Frtmch Guiana, was the objective port. From there
Frank reckoned on striking in a direct line through the Black Zone to
the reg-ion of the Mountain of Ivory.
Stanley Sears joined the party in New York fully equipped for the
tour. He was in the highest of spirils.
So it happene<J that one day the Sea Bird stood ont past Sandy Hook
headPd for the Azores, that being the most direct course for their objecr ive point. The great Jii"Oject was begun.
Now with the reader's kind permission we will change the scens to
one or the wildest jungles in Central Africa. We wdl take a critical
moment when a man, who is to lignre as one of the forl'most characters of our story, was in the most deadly of peril.
He was at the moment crouching behind a pile of canes and,brakea,
with a finger upon Lhe hammer or his riDe. Before bim was a thrilling
spectacle.
For there in the nenter of the glade or clearing stood a monster
specimen of the African lion.
His eyes were wildly glaring, his month dripping with white froth,
and bis tail was wildly lashed to and fro.
It was evident that the animal was in a savage temper and likely to
discover his human foe at ~~ony moment. The result of such a cootin·
gency c_an be easily imagined.
Oeser~
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were doubtless other javelins poised in dexterous hands in the Jungle
where that came from.
Over the rail aboard the Schooner they went.
But even t.hen their escape was miraculous, for the javelins struck
all about them.
Into tbe vehicle they rushed to meet Frank Reade, Jr •• at the door
of the pilot-house. He pressed a spring which instantly closed every
door and window.
"We are attacked," cried Sears. "I think they are the giant
blacks!"
" You do?" exclaimed Frank in alarm; •· that means a light.''
"Yes!"
" Well, we ought to be goo<! for them."
"Bejabers, an' that we are," cried Barney, grabbing his rifle; "bad
cess to the omadbouns H they thrubble us!"
"Golly, dat's jes wha' I say," shouted Pomp, as he followed the
Celt's example.
T!ley sprang to the loopholes ready to open lire on the black foe.
But to their surprise not one was in sigbt.
That they were lurking in the jungle not one hundred yards away
there was no doubt, however. It w"mld not be safe to take any undue
risk.
·• Be me sowl, I can't see . wan av the rascals,'' cried Barney;
"shure it's a foine way they have av disappearin'.''
" Golly, l'se jes' a good mind to liah into dat heap ob grass,'' declared Pomp.
" 1'11 go yez, nnygur!"
This settled the matter. The two rillemen tired into the jungle but.
without etlect.
" They are wily fellows, areil't they?" exclaimed Sears.
Frank's eyes twinkled.
"I know a way to start them oat of there," he said; "and I have a
great mind to use it."
Sears looked at him questioningly.
"Ah!" ~e exclaimed. "What is it?"
"The electric gun.''
"Begurral" exclaimed Barney with wide open eyes. "Yez are
rolgh t, sorl''
"Golly, I jes' !Ike to see dem git a taste ob dati" declared P<jnp.
"Try it!" said Sears with sparkling eyes. "Will yon not?''
"It..might make a fearful slaugllter. ''
"Have no compunctions on that score. If there only was some way
to wipe them out of existence it wluld be the best thin"' in the world.
Tiley a·re the most atrocious of cut-throats.''
"'
"Yet they are hum au beings,'' sa1d Frank, "apd I shrink from it.''
However, he climbed the little spiral stairway to the gun. After a ·
moment's llesitation he decided to act.
· He drew a line upon a hummock just in the edge of the jungle.
There might be blacks behind it and there mi~ht not. To tell the
truth, he hoped there were not, as it was his desire to frighten ratherthan &laughter the barbarians.
It was but a moment's work to slip a shell into the breach or the
gun. Tben he carefully sighted it again.
He pressed the electric button.
There was a slight recoil, a hissing sound, t>nd the shell struck the
hummock full and fair. The eflect was wonderful to see.
There wnli a terrific roar, and up iuto the air rose a literal cloud of
earth, stones, debris and grass. The cane growth for many yards
about, was mowed away as il with a keen scythe.
.
Black forms were momentarily seen tlylog into the darker depths of
the jungle.
It was plain that the shot had told, and they were greatly terrified.
Sears was delighted.
"Look at them run!" he cried. "Give 'em another; Frank, while
you've got the chancel"
Frank acted upon impulse and complied. He thrust another shell
inlo the breacb, and threw it into the jungle. For a wide distance the
cave was leveled.
Whether any of the blacks fell a victim to this shot could not '.Je
told. There was no doubt now but that the vicinity was clear.
Sears was hilarious.
"By Jove!" be cried. "You can't beat that. I tell you that
gun iR big medicine, Frank. It can conquer Africa!"
Frank smiled a01l closed the chamber ol the gun. He descended
into the cabin and said:
"I think it will be as well for us to change our quarters. Yo11
think, do you, Sears, tha• those were the giant blacks of the Ivory
valley!''
"I know it!" replied the explorer. "I bad a good chance to see
them."
"Then we must be somewhere near the region tbey inhabit."
"A few days journey ought to take us there!" declared Sears.
" Le~ us pres~ forward then. Pomp, you may serve tue dinner
CHAPTER III.
en route. It will do just as well.''
"A'right, sah!''
THE FEVER STORM,
The darky hastened away to obey this order. Ia a short while the
AN inch lower and the Celt's skull would have been cracked. The meal was served steaming hot in the main compartment of the
hat lay on tbe green sward, transfixed there by a keen-pointe~\ vehicle.
javelin.
Barney had been in the pilot-house directing the tonrse of the maWhat followed took far less time than to describe it.
chine. Tiley were now traveling through an open part of the
In that swift instant all three understood the situation, and they jungle.
.
acted with thrilling rapidity.
Knives had been placed on the hubs and axles which cot the cane as
Had they not, their lives would have paid the forfeit.
the machine went on, clearing a wide and adequate path.
After the meal was over Pomp reneved Barney lor n time. A lew
For it needed no further hint to apprise them of the fact that there

" Jly Jove," ex::laimed Stanley Sears, for be it was, " this is a ball
scrape. If I get out of it with a whole skin I shall be lucky."
He crouched still lower behind the canes and watcbell his foe with
a deadly fascination.
For a few moments the lion remained In his position furiously roaring until the ground fairly trembled. Then he suddenly ceased and
swung about, .drawn up to his fullest height. Such a sudden cllange
of demeanor was a keeu surprise to Sears.
But the next moment he was able to gain an adequate explanation
or the aflair.
An mtervention was at hand to save him from what might have
been a fearful fate. Anotller combatant appeared on the scene.
A huge black body came craslling through tile brakes. It emerged
into view, and stood revealed as a baby elephai:t.
Sears was astonished.
Tile lltlle elephant paused at sight or t.he lion, and began to trum ·
pet fiercely. Then the king ol beasts let forth au awful roar, and
sprung for the little fellow. '
''That is too bad," muttered Sears, brin~ing up his rille. "It is
not fair play. I'll give the lion another bullet.''
But he did not fire.
There was little need, for the baby elephant had a champion at
hand. There was a furious roar, nod out of the jungle there luoged
the mother elephao t, a monster or her species.
Tne lion bud sprung for the baby elephant's head. Had be alighted
there, it would have been serious for the baby.
But the little fellow reeled back, and, wildly trumpeting, swung out
or the lion's reac11, and the savage beast alighted direcL!y in the path
of the mother elephant.
What followed was like the twinkling or au eve.
Down came the giant trunk with awful force upon the lion's back.
'l'hen followed the huge feet.
Such tremendous weigllt could not but crush anything, and the lion
was fairly battered and bruised into a. limp mass.
Though he fought madly and brought great rivers ol blood from the
elephant's sides.
1t was truly a battle royal.
And Sears watched it with grim interest.
He took care that the elephant did not spy him, for she was In
just the mood to attack anything or anybody. Though sbe had been
his champion and bad 11aved his lile.
So the explorer crept silently away Into the jungle, congratulating
himself upon his narrow escape.
The rencontre w1th the lion was partly his own fault. He hall left
his friends aboard·tlJe Schooner lor an hour's diversion in the jungle
in quest or pheasants.
By chance he came upon the lion, and being a~ an available angle,
conceived the hazardous plan of giving the monster a fatal shot.
" If I ca carry back his s !!:in to the Schooner," he rellected, " they
will think that I am quite a sportsman alter all.''
So he aimed for tiJe lion's heart; but just as he pulled the trigger the animal moved,
Tile bullet struck the lion, but not In a vital part. In a moment
it came ravin~ down into the jungle.
And as we have seen, tile venturesome explorer had a tight
squeak for his life.
Tllrough devious jl:lngle paths Sears hastily made his way, until
he came out upon a httle stretch or Intervale leading to a river.
Here, upon a little rise of ground, was the Schooner. A tire
burned in the grass near by, and Pomp was just roastin~; some
pheasants and fish.
Barney was cleaning his rille, and Frank was In the pilot-house. AB
Sears came op, Pomp cried:
"Jes' wants onemo' pheasant, sa b. You'se jes' come in time."
. " Here they are!" cried Sears, drawing half a dozen from bis hu:;tlDg pouch. "They are all cocks, tool"
"Youse.am a berry line bun ter, sahl" declared Pomp. "Eb~ry
one ob dese birds am shoL froo de head.''
" That is proper," declared Sears. " Don't spoil the meat you
know. But I came near being game myself."
'
"How was that, sor?" asked Barney, with interest.
And Sears told or his experience with the lion. Al once Barney and
Pomp were agog.
•• Golly!" cried the coon. "Yo' an' I most go aftah !lome big game
l'isb. It am a heap ob fun."
'
"I'll promise you plenty of excitement if you tree a lion," laughed
Sears.
. Then the trio re<:eifed an ~lectricnl shock. Something came whiz ·
zmg throogll the a1r and whisked Barney's bat. off, slick and clean.
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hours later the jungle gave way to a broad level velt or pluin close J Then they emerged on deck with a sensation of relief. The blue
cropped by the buffalo.
sky was clear overhead and ~he air was clear and bright.
Over this the Schooner could bowl merrily. Far away in the dis·
Far to the southward, the receding fever storm was seeo. Our voytnnce th ere was seen a rqighty mountain chain.
ag ars drew a breath o[ ,rehe[.
Their peaks seemed to reach up into the clouds. Sears studied
"I'm glad we did not eocounter that under other circumstances,"
them a moment and said:
said Sears, "there is only one other storm that can at all compare
" Beyond tbost! mountains we shall find the land of the giant blacks. wilh it, and that is the pitiless saud-storm of the Sah ara."
We ought to reach that region IJy to-morrow."
"I have beard of that," agreed Frank, "it is the real sirocco.''
Frank studied the landscape.
"Yes!"
"Yes!" be agreed, "they are about seventy miles from here."
'rhe Schooner was now driven forward at full speed. But now night
Barney, who was in the pilot-house, suddenly gave a sh arp cry.
came on once more nod It was deemed Slifer to abandon traveling
" Wud yez cast yure eye to the nortb, Mistber Frank? Phwativer after dark.
do yez call th ut!"
'
So the Schooneriran into a little covert among a collection of bowlInstantly Frank and Sears turned their gaze in that direction. .A ders and tile search-fight was ~urned on. Barney wus left on guard,
great cloud seemed to be rolling up from the horizon and momentarily and the others turned ln.
increasmg in volume.
.
They were right glad to get the sleep also, and none of them awoke
Its color was a dingy yellow or brown, and for a moment it puz· uiJtil an early morning hour.
zled tbe voyagers.
Tben " nearer view ol the mountains could be had and tLey knew
'l' llen Sears gave an exclamation or dlsmuy.
that they were now nearing the valley or ivory. Of course ibis in" Mercy on us," he cried, "that is the African fever storm or sir- creased the interest or all.
occo. Put on speed, Barney; let us get to the hills before it will overAud as they drew nearer, they could see that this was in appeartake us!"
ance what popular repute bad made it, a land or mystery.
"Tllat is Impossible," declared Frank; ~· what did you call it, Mr.
Great dark peaks overhung mighty chasms and deep abysses. The
Sears!"
rocks assumed grotesque shapes and forms and added to the general
"A fever storm!''
uncanny aspecL.
.
" What is tiJat!''
lL was not to be wondered at that the various native tribes and
" H is a great hot wave or wind and dust and blinding ho~ spray, the wbite explorers as ·well should yield to a supersti tious eense,
which is breathed across the country, leavin g pestilence in il s wake. It knowing that these wilds were the home of fierce giant blacks, peris follow ed lly an intense humidity, which is suppo.ed to be the cnuae o[ haps the only race of giants in existence.
various terrillle malignant fevers which are constJquent. The natives
It wus sare to say that lew ventured to invade those hills with their
dread it as th eir worst affliction, and will, if possible, retire to caverns l.Jlack fastn esses. Fear most wholesome kept them from it.
or wooded depths, until the entire effects of the fever breeder are
But our voyagers [elt secure aboard the ~chooner. They knew that.
gone. Very likely the wind picks up tbese germs from malarial spots, th ey possessed tremendous advantage over any foe which might see
and dls ~eminates them in the atmosph ere.''
fit to attack them.
"Indeed!'' exclaimed Frank, with a shiver, "it must be a deadly
So tbey approached the forbidding mountains without the least thrill
foe. Tbe b9st thing we can do is to dodge it.''
of fear or cautio_n.
"II we can!"
.
Frank and Sears were in the pilot bouse all the while.
" We must keep the doors and windows tightly shut until arter it
Graduolly they drew nearer the heights. The land began to rise
now in Sbccessive table-lands or sheiC form, Soou the plain they bad
bas passed."
" But-what shall we do for air!" asked Sears.
crossed lay below them.
"I have provided for that. In the pilot-house there is a chemical
A great distance to the southward there was an immense body of
generator such as I use in my submarine bout. That will furnisb water, doubtless one of thP great chain of lakes in Centro! A[rica.
An unbounded view was now to be had.
plenty of nir [or the cabin."
"Goo.d!" cfled Sears, "that may be the saving of our lives. We
How to pass beyond the great mountain chain became now the
' should be beyond the verge of the fever district by to-morrow.'' •
problem.
j "That is true!" agreed Frank. " I can see that traveling in this
"It is imposaible to go over those heights," declared Frank. "We
1 AfrlcnA country is by no means unattended with great peril."
must lind a pass somewhere.''
"Humph! we have not be~:un to see them yet," declared Sears.
"I am afraid tbat will be difficult, judging from the outlo:>k," de"You can hardly wonder tllat the ivot·y tlistrict bas. never been in- clared Sears. ''It don't seem to me as if there was a break anywhere
varied before."
'
in those solid mountain walls.''
"Very true.''
·
"Well, I must agree with you,'' said Frank; "yet it iH our oaly
"You see it is almost impossible for a man on root to escape the 1 course. A pnss we must find."
consequences or exposure to such a storm as that just coming down
So the machine continued to move slowly along the base of the
upon us. He would sicken and die. Whereas, aboard this ve hicle we mountain range.
can meet it with impunity.''
The voyagers scanned the rocky steeps closely.
"l see the advantaae," decl ared Frank, "but we must make us!>
And as they were thus engaged Pomp suddenly cried:
of it."
.,
"Golly, Marse Frank, does yo' see anyfing up dere!"
Frank set the oxygen generator at work. He also took the prtl·
" What is it, Pomp!" osked Frank, in surprise.
caution t o place certain disinfectan ts at the doors and windows.
"Fo' de Jan' ob goodness, I doni' fink It am a house, sah.••
"A honsel" exclaimed Sears. " By Jove, Frank, there is some
•roe fever-storm was coming rapidly nearer. Its approach could be
easily marked on tlie barometer, nod the sky assumed a coppery hue. sort of a curious habitation far up there among the rocks."
Then a hot, dry current of air swept down over the Schoon er. It
Frank at this instant also caught sight of tbe house, as Pomp had
came in gusts, each fiercer and hotter than the other.
called it. It was of the character of a lean-to, nod was evidently conThen a great cloud of choking, blinding dust began to sift across structed of btLm boo poles and grasses.
the plain, mnking the ground look white and dreary.
Many such buts were to be seen on the low land and in the jungles;
Sears shivered and said:
but it was very strange to find such a habitation in the mountain
" That is what we are to rear. That awful dust. It penetrates heights.
everything, and carries death in its midst. To breathe tbnt it! akin to
The materials or which it was constrncted, must necessarily have
signing one's death warrant.''
been carried tbere at great expense or effort. Here was a mystery on
" Mercy!" exclaimed F rank. " What can the poor blacks d(l when the start.
they a re overtaken by it!"
The voyagers studied the hut curiously. As yet there was no visi•· They do the best they can. I have seen them ruAb into the water ble sign ol human life about it.
nod actually bold their beads under the surface as long as they
H it was occupied, no sign o! its tenant was visible. Was he one
could.''
of the giant blacks, or some venturesome bunter from the lc.w lands!
The dust now came on ib great blinding clouds, The humidi ty
'l'his was a question which the voyagers were not at the moment
which accompanied the storm was fri ghtrul.
able to answer. They studied the bamboo hut a long while.
Every one o! the V<'yagers had stripped to the waist, and the perTten' Sears asked:
spiration rolled from them. The deadly fever storm could not reach
" What do you think of it, Frank?"
them, but it could make itseJ[ felt.
" It bt>nts me!"
The air in the Schooner grew appallingly warm and .close. Ordln" Shall we go on!"
~
nrily the first relief would be to throw open a window.
"Not until we have solved that mystery. I want to know who ocBut this could not be done now. The voyagers sweltered and per- cupies that dwelling, and I mean to do so."
spired in a most uncomfortable position.
" Good; how shall we do it!''
The young inventor was thoughtful 11 moment. He linally replied:
" There is but one way, and that is to pay the place a visit."
"I'm wi:b you!" declared Sears, picking up his rille. "Shall we
CHAPTER IV.
start now!"
Barney's eyes stuck out like moons.
THE MO UNTAIN HUT.
•• Shure, Misther Frank!" he cried. "Yez'll niver do that. They'll
FoR two hours the white dust went sifting by. Then the sirocco be a[ther seeing yez afore yez kin get hal[ way up there!"
"There is no other way!" declared Frank, "the Schooner cannot
began to abate its force.
The voyagers bad stood the ordeal very well, considering every- get up there."
"That is true," agreed Sears. "We must take some risk. I believe
thing. They did not venture to open a door or window until-well
we shall be safe by keeping in the cover or rocks and trees."
assured that the storm bad passed.
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So it was decided to risk paying a visit to the but. The Schooner
drew close to tbe mountain wall, and the electric gun was trained
upon th~ hut.
Frank's orders wAre:
"Barney, keep your eye on that hut. If you hear us fire or know
that we ars in trouble, send a sh ell into it."
" All roight, sorl" agreed th e Celt, us he took his position.
Equipped with their riHes nnd plenty of ammunition, Fran!\ and
Sears left the Schooner. 'lhey disappeared among some cedars and
began scaling tho mountain side.
Neither spoke as they climbed on, for they realized the value or silence. But Frank was doing a heap of lllinking.
Both were on the a!P.rt.
Up and still up they climbed. Thus far there had occurred nothing
to show that the but was occupied or that there were any blacks in
the vicinity.
Up they climbed and soon clambered o1·er the ledge which brought
them in full view of the but. It was not fifty yards distant.
And not ten ynrlls from them both saw a l.Jeaten path leading up to
it. This was evilleuce that the hut was visi ted if not occupied.
"Well, I'm beat!" excluimed Sears, "the people must be away,
Frnuk.''
" They don't seem to be about!"
Then the two voyagers lool1ed at each other. It was to each a ques·
tion or possihlti safety whether it would be beat to enter the hut.
Finally Fre.uk raised the hammer of his riHe.
"We nave come too far to lurn back, Sears," he said.
"RighL!"

So together they slowly approached the hut. Straight up to the
entrance they Wtmt.
It was indeed a venturesome thing, for, for ought they knew, a
deadly foe mrght lurk within and strike them a blow when they lehat
expected it.
Fra)k led the way into the hut. As their gaze became used to the
gloom they noted one fact.
It was empty.
The occupants, whoever they were, had absented themselves very
recently, for in a ht>np of ashes in the center of t he earthen lloor a fe w
embers yet smouldered.
The interiur of the h;Jt was squalid and dirty. A patched tiger
skin suggested a couch in one coroer. There were soma eartil en
veasels of rude manu!ac•ure and some dried rlunoceros meat ltunging
from a pole.
ln fact, the place was a typical black's habitation.
But whertl were the hlacks!
A surprise was in store for the explorers. They looked about the
place critically and then at each other.
"It's queer enough!" exclaimed Sears. "Where do you suppose
these chaps are?"
"They may rPturn at any moment. Do you laney this is a habitation Of the Plephant bunters!"
"No, sir!'' r~>plied Sears, emphatically.
" What thenf'
"This is the nbode of the common negro of the jungle class;
but bow he carne to build it away up here in this place, and so near
an enemy's country, is a mystery."
" Perhaps it cun be easily explained," said Frank.
"Ho'i\'!'
"These hills may not lJe the ivory hills after all.
We may be
upon the wrong trnck ...
For a moment Sours was staggered. But b3 shook his head dog.
godly.
"No," he enid; "these are the hills WP are in quest of, l am
sure. We sball Hnd the giant valltly over there, tnve oo fear."
Before eilher could apeak again a startling thing happe ned. A
sound came from outside which fo,· an instant chilled their blood.
It was n chorus of hoarse, cackling laug11a.
In au instant they
leaped out or the hut.
A moat asLOunding spectacle was presented to them. About the
clearing there were thronged a le?ion of the strangest men they had
ever seen.
They were black nod half naked, with rude javelins ar:d shields. But
they were dwarf~ in size.
Pigmies, they wera literally. and for a m Jment the two explnrArg
gazed at them dnrnfoundetl . Esc&pe was out of the question, fnr fully
a hundred of the fierce little blacks surrounded thorn with javelina
poised.
"The dwarfd!" finally gasped Rears. " Well, here is a go, Frank.
We are in a bad scrnpe now."
" Dwarfs!" exclaimed Frank. "1 thought tbe natives of tJese
1
regions were !!ian ts."
"And so did 1," declared Sears, "but it seems there was a mistake."
" What are we goin~ to dof'
"Heaven knows! lu all Africa no race is more savaae and merci·
less than the tl warfs.''
"'
The dwarf hlacks had begun to close in ahout the two men in a
llerce and U1reatening manner. The situation was a terrible one.
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CHAPTER V.
:MAKING TERMS,

WORDS fail to express the sensations of Sears and Fr&nk Reade, Jr. ,
at that moment. 'l'be situation was a desperate one.
What was to be done?
Thi~ was the question.
They might shoot down a few of the diminutive blacks, hut that
would only sen! their own fate. Frank a<!opted what btl believed was
the most safe and wisest move.
"Put down your gun, Sears," be said. " \'{e must temporize with
them."
" All right!"
Each dropped his goo, and they held up their hands in token of
nmity. For a moment the dwarfs puused, Then tlleJr chief came
for-ward.
He made some strange, piping Ialit, and the dwarf~ fell back. He
wns au odd -loolling little chap with a projecting, slomach like that of
a veritahla alderman.
He stood before the two white men a moment regarding them criti·
cally. Then be uttered a few unintelligible words.
Sears, who had more experience with blacko than Frank, undertook
to make answer. He coulll oulv do this with ai~us.
Tl:e little dwarf entered into the sprrit ol the thing for a time, and
with ~uch success that Sears presently whispered to Frank:
"These dwarfs own this whole region. As near as I Cllll learn they
live in a huge cave in these hills, l\nll they are deadly foes of tbe ele·
pbant hunters."
"Good!'' erred Frank, "110 also are we. Did you convey that to
him?"
"I did!''
"Then why can we not make friends with these little dwarfs. Their
co-operation will be of value to us!"
"We will try it!''
SAara continued his sign talk. It had a marvelous effect. The
explorer led them to the verge of the clill' and showed them the
Schooner far below.
This had a curiuus effect. They at once went tearin~ :lown the
mountain side anll surrounded the maclliue. Frank and Sears were
dragged with tbt>m.
Barney and Pomp on board the Schooner were intensely alarmed.
But tbE>y kept cool and steady, Barney sbouted !rom the pilot
house to Frank:
"Phwat shnll we do, Miether Frankr'
"Kl'ep perfectly cool," replied the young inventor; "doa't open the
doors or windows!"
"All roight, sor!''
The le11:ion or dwarfs surrounding the machine were not satisfisd, but
actually clim oell over l he rail of the Schooner and onto the deck, but
the windows and doors resisted their best efforts.
And Barney devised a simple scheme to get ri<l or them.
Be connected the steel ouwr shell of the machine with the dynamos
by means ot a small wire. 'l'hen he turned on a light current.
It stung the hands and feet of the blacks. so that they were glad to
bop to the ground in lively or:ler. This puzzled them grently.
Meanwhile, Sears was every moment winning the confi<tence of the
old chief. ln n short while the cool explorer was abln to actually de·
coy him on board the Schooner.
This tickled his vanity greatly, and he was completely won oyer
with a few handsome gifts. Thi3 settled matters at or.ce.
The dwarfs from that moment were fast friPnds of the voyagers.
Frank was only too g lud to rnake an alliance with them.
Tben it was learned that the elephant h;Jnters were forty miles dis·
taut in the heart or the mountains. Tt:ey were constantly at war with
the dwarfs.
Physically they were much superior, hut the dwarfs were more strat·
egic and held l heir wonld·be destrpyers at hay.
Also they werA possessed of a stronghold which the giants were li~
erallv nnahle to assail. 'l'he eL trance to it was not oue hundred
yards from the decoy hut.
It cons1sted of a very narrow pass of tortuous winding shape, and
which "m"r!!:"d into a mighty tract of rich land lying right on the
mountain tops and accessihle only by this narrow pass.
A tlozAn mPn at the month or this pass could hold. a thousand at
bay, hence the advantage could be readily seen,
From time immemorial the giant blncks hatl endeavored to de·
s troy thl' dwarfs, but tbAy had always got the wflrst or the co nflict,
Bul~dayo, the chief of the dwarfs, took Frank and Sears through
the pass and showed them the mo ••nlain borne of the \lWilrls.
They dwelt in caves and chambers in the solid rock, but they kept
cattlP ~>nd fowls 1n the fertil e section or land which lay between tile
monnlain walls.
It was a strange homo-far nhove the level of the sea-and our
explorers were deeply impressed with it. The women and cllildren
were in large nnmllers, and Senrs reckoned that there must be fully
six thousand Sf)uls among the~e mountain dwarfs.
In most· things they were utterly unlike the forest dworh dP.scribe<l
by Livingston and Stanley, nnd which are bot a trille removed frorR
the snvnge hahita o' the gorilla.
An nlliance wn~ at one" made with the dwarfe.
Bulutlayo, the chief, gave much valuable information auout the ele·
phant hnnlers or lJiack !(iants.
His dl'scription of them waR terrifying indeed.
There was no cruelty or which they were not capable. They were
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more savage thaa the beasts, more vindictive than the deadly bush
1nake.
Nothing would evidently please the dwarfs more than ~o inflict a
crushing defeat upon th>J elephant bunters.
They conlirmed the story of the mountain, of ivory, and a lso told of
a rich golu mine in those parts where the black giants beat out arrnaments and weapons o( the pure metal.
'l'his was enough to at once whet the interest and curiosity ol the
voyagers.
r
They could hardly wait to make a start lor the giants' home. Buludayo, the dwarf chief, entered into the spirit of the enterprise with
avidity.
·
It was planned that the dwarfs were to proceed by the most direct
route to the northern entrance to the Black Valley. Tl!e Schooner
was to approach from the south.
Here there was a pass which must be forc ed, and which doubtless
could easily be carried with tlle aid of I he electric gun.
Wllile the machine was entering t.Je valley from the sout h, the
dwarfs could be llgllting their way in at the north,
Forced to uefmlll both entrances to their stronghold, the gir.nts
would be compelled to divide Lheir forces, 'l'his would be u great
" dvantagP. gained by tl!e attacking party.
It ought to result in the defeat of the giants and the conquest
of the Black Valley.
The dwarfs were quickly armed and equipped for the expedition.
But nightfall being at baud, it was decided to wuit fo1· another day.
The distance over the mountams to the ·stronghold of the elephant bunters -.vas full forty mill's. It would take fully two days'
bard traveling to c..~ver that distance, for the region was wild.
That night the dwarfs bud decided to bold a wur feast, and that
the white m"n might enjoy it, they ·bad selected the talJleland below as the place to bolil it.
" Begorra, naygur," cried Barney, thumping Pomp on the shoulder,
"here's yer cbauce to have a go wid sd'me av tblm foine black ladies.
Shure, it ain't ivery day a mau kin be daucm' wit! his own people iu
his native lantl." "Huh!'' sniffed Pomp, "dey ain' no relashuos or mine. I'se a Norf
Caliny darky, I is!"
Barney roared at this.
" Oil, go on wltl yez!" be cried, " it's a poor man as will go back on
his native soil. Shore, yer ancisters cum from this very counthry!"
" Dat uin' nuffio' to me!" replied Pomp, obdurately. " Ain' 'bliged
to 'sociate wif dat trash ou~ llarl''
It there was one thing Bl\rney delighted in it was bectaring Pomp.
And we might B6Y vice-versa.
But the c.lnrky was not in the pleasantest sort of a mood, so be
snapped the Celt up.
"Look yere, yo' big stuff ob an l'ishman!" he cried, angrily. "Yo'
ain' got one lily bit ob sense, JO' ain't."
"Ho-ho! Yez are afther l!ittin' excitPd," roared Barney, "don't
keer abont mixin' wid yer relaslluos, ebT Got pooty higll toned, ain'~
yez, naygnr!"
This was too much for Pomp.
"Lor's a masayl" he yelled, lowering his head like a mod bull, "l'ee
jes' gw\ne to gib yo' pay fo' dut, yo' susAy l'ishmnnl Huh dar!"
And straight nt Barney he rushed. The Celt dodged,
It was lucky for him.
If the da rky bad come into contact with him then, it would have
given his nPrvons aystP.m a s~>riou 8 strain. But he dicln't.
InsLead, Pom11's bead struck full force against the door-post of the
pilot-house. The cracll would have killed a white man.
But it did not even stun the coon. He drew back, shivered once,
and then made another rush.
This time Barney was not quick enough, but he grappled with the
coon and both went down.
Then followed the liveliest kind of a scrap. Neither seemed to have
the advnntage for a long t ime.
They rolled over and over, and panted and struggled and tugged for
the mastery.
No)t until IJoth were so extremely exhausted that they could exert
themselves no more did they desist.
Th en Sears chanced to come in upon them. He burst. into a roar of
laughter.
"At it again, are you!" be cried. "WPII, who is high man this
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CHAPTER VI.
FETE OF THE DW ARFB.

IT was a lively racket which Buludayo's people bad planned. The
white men watched these preparations with much intert>st.
Greut heaps of brush and fugots were placed at intervals along the
mountain wall. The women, dressed in thPir gayest, were grouped at
one End of the great level epace, and the men nt the other.
Twenty little boys marched out beating a discordant urum akin to
the tom-tom of the New Zealanders. Also a dozen u:ore followed
blowil:.g harsh notes upon a sort or reed instrument.
The bonfires ou the mountain bad been lit, ami the weird glow illumined the whole space. It was as strange a scene as any wi.Jite explorer ever gazed upon.
"It makes me think ol Gull iver's description of the Lilliputs,'' declared Sears. " TI.Jese African d wads are unlike any oti.Jer race on
tlle earth."
" They are Africans," said Frank.
"Undoubtedly, but of a new null strange species. Certainly, we
have not met anything akin to them."
" That is true!"
The boy musicians, meanwhile, bad marched to the center of the
open space. Here tlley formed a sort of square und then a loud signal wus given by one terrilic blast upon the iustrumPnts.
In an instant it wus rePponded to ~y the men who came trippint;
out in sirt!(le tlle,and n:a<le a lively march around the cil·cle. Next
the women fell in und In a trice the tableland presented the spectacle
or hundreds of dwarf mPn nod wom en danciu!! madly in a motley mob.
After the llrst figure was ·over, there seemed to lle little system te
the dance. It was a wild romp, a ltelter skelter melee or mirth and
exuberance.
" It can hardly clnss wiLh tl1e ' Two Step· or the ' 1lnzourka' " declared Sears. " Yet I must say it is evident that the dancers are enjoying themselves."
" Thill Is right," agreed Frank.
At that moment the bonllres on the mountain wall grew dim. This
caused some confus!on.
" We will remedy thnt," 8aid Frank, giving an order to Barney,
In a lew seconds the glare of the searc!l-light mude the vicinity as
bri:.:bt as day. The dwnrfs were astonished as well as delighted.
Buludayo approached Frnnk und In sign talk Rskecl birr. bow he bad
captured the suu to use at n1ght. Frank was at a loss bow to explain,
but tinnily manae:ed to sattsfy the old chief.
The dance went on.
· It was a scene of joy nod mirth But not un~ke similar occasions
of the past., It was hrou~~:ht to a termiuation in a tragic manner.
During the festivity, there ha<l heen no thought of dangAr,
No report bad reach Pd 1be dwarfs for moutlls of any ntf'ditated attack by the giants. Therefore, they could anqcipate nothing of the
sort.
But as fate had ord~red it, this very night was the one of all chosea
by the elllphant hunters Cor a descent upon tbetr ancient enemies.
The mountain sid11 to the north was covered with the giants, fully
armed and ready for hallie.
When they came in view of the fete there was no end or delight.
1 They felt certain of victory now.
ThP. dance was at its j!reotPit height when the blow cnme.
Fran!< and s~urs were abont ten yards from the machine. As luck
had it, Sears chanced to glance up the mountain ~ide.
He was astounded to eee giant fq_rms come leaping down in the
gloom.
.
\
His heart stood sttll.
'!'here was no m;staking the fact ; these were giants, and they
were comin!!' to attack the dwarfs.
(
"My soul!" gasped the explorers.
"Look there, Frank! What
shall we do!"
Frnnk gave one look.
Then his face turned deadly pale. He sprang back with a gasping cry.
"My God!'' be exclaimed; "they will be exterminated !"
Indeed. this might uot have been far-Cetcbed under ordinary circumstances.
Taken so unawares, it would be by no means a difficult· thin~ ror
the giants to lit era lly wipe their dwarf enemieR out of exiijtence.
The latter were unurmed and defen~eless. Before Uary could hope \o
timer·
"I j~>s' lnmbastP.d dat I'iRhman fo' his impu<lence," sputtere_d Pomp. secure acme anti make a stand it would be too . late.
This was easy to see. For one moment Frank was too hot'ror struck
"I reckon he <ton' want to tackle dis chile ae:in.''
"Begorra, it's poor consolation yez have,'' retorted Barney. "Yez to move or act.
Then the blow came.
are worse doue up than meslll."
Down over the rocks came the nrmed giants. They swooped down
"The b1th of you look plugged," laughed Sears. "I think it was
upon the dw~.<rfs like a legion of fiends.
an even thinu."
The con1rus1 in their size was uwful to contemplate. Burly giants
" Don't yez beln ve that, sor."
picked up liwarls as if they wAre puppets and crushed them to death
"Shut up, yo' !'ish muff."
by sheer force of superior strength.
"I'll bnste yAZ fer that I"
'rhe dCPne was too nwfnl for li<'scrlplion •. The shouts an<l cries llf the
"Yo' kain't do it!"
'
But at tbnt moment a ramiliar voice, that of Frank Reade, Jr., came terri tied viet ims, the bourse yells of the attackmg party went up on
the night air.
.
down from the npper deck.
All this waR occurring in the glare of the search-light. Frank ani
"Barney, come up here."
"Aye, aye, sor," and away scampered the Celt. This settled the Sears were instantly on board.
Frank sprnne: to the electric gun. But if he Hrecl into the strngglint;
feud for the time.
mns~ of humanity he would kill tiS many fiends s foes.
He se'lt a shot up the mountain side to check the approach or more
of the barbarians.
Then he cried to Barney and Pomp:
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Nothing c(mld afford a better hi<ting-place for ~n enemy in canoes.
"Get your repeaters, boys! Pick th~om out the best you can!"
The cmck of the rifles blended with the shrieks of the struggling And the giants knew this.
As chance bad it, they knew that the attacking party must cross
people.
this river. Nothing better could be conceived Lhan to station warriors
The sight was one to make one's blood boil.
So well did our voyagers use their ritles that a space was cleared in dugouts in the saw grass.
As the·dwarfs appeared to ford the river, they could be sho~ down
between the giants and tbe dwarfs. Tllis gave Buludayo's men a
in the current with javelins and arrows. It was a goou bit ol strategy
chance.
Tlley covered the retreat of the women and cllildren to the pass, and worthy of the brain of a savage,
Now, none in our party dreamed of there being a foe in the saw
throwing away their li7es freely to do so.
Then !lrms began to arrive. A stand was made on the upper shelf grass or on the river. As the camp was right by the river's bank,
tlle
natives went down to bathe and frolic in the water.
of rock. The ritles were <Joing such deadly work that for a moment
"Begorrn," muttered Barney, "I'd loike a dip mesilf. Didn't yez
the giants were lleld in chec!'ed.
say there was a canoe down there, naygur?''
This was Frank's opportunity.
"Yo' am right, l'tsb,'' replied Porr.p.
"Now 1'11 settle with them," he muttered, as he went to the electric
The dwarfs had brought along with them several war canoes and
gun. He quickly traiued it.
When the shell struck right In the midst of the giant column it dugouts, for just such au emergency as the present.
What was more natural than for Barney and Pomp to conceive the
looked as if no power on earth could save the dwarfs from anoillilaidea of a paddle on the river. The night was 8tarlit ao.I glorious. It
tion.
Giant blacks were already forcing tbe pass above. Once that was was a temptalion not to be resisted.
They did not mention their intention to anyone, but strolled down
carried the career of Buluduyo's people would be at an enll,
For so mercileBs were tliese people tllat they would not leave one to the river side.
dwarf, mao, wom14D or child, alive.
It was not a difficult thing to secure a canoe from the blacks. Then
But tlle dynamite gun, Frank Reade, Jr.'s wonderful inrentiou they paddled out into the current.
changed all. It was a complete turning of tables.
· "Be me sow!, this makes me think av the beautiful Liffy," cried
The shell struck in then· midst. Tllere was a thunderous roar and Barney, " shore it's a threat to me.''
.
an earthquake shock. A baleful glare for a moment showed the
"Golly! it looks to mejes' loike the Tombigbee down Soul in •Merscene.
ika," declared Pomp, "dis am a reg'lar southern ribber, chile!"
The air was full of flying stones, dirt, tree-stumps, and the lifeless
"Bejabers, I'm afther thin kin' it's an Afrikan river," averred Burney.
bodies ol gian ts. A space many yards square was blown out of the
" Aiu' gwine to disputashun dat, honey. But dese yere Afrikan
·
mountain side.
ribbers kain't compare wif de Tombigbee. Dey aln' in de same class!''
Those familiar with the power of dynamite can imagine the fearful
" Are yez goin' to tat•e a.di;>, naygur!" asked Barney,
,
scene. Word9 are inadequate to describe it.
Pomp was amazed.
•
1
Before such a fearful shock, such an unheard of supernatural attack
"Wha' yo' fink, ob! Take a dip in dis yere ribberr•
the giants eould not stand.
" Why cert, yez ould stuff."
A score of them had beea destroyed in that shot. But toe balance
" I don' reckon I will.''
fled incontinently.
.
"Why not?''
Frank sent another shell after them with fearful execution. But it
" Ain' got no inclinashon to be eated up by any ob dese yere 'gators
was enough,
which yo' may be sore am in dis ribber!"
The l!iants did not return to the attack. The assault was a fail"Alligators!'' exclaimed Barney, with a ehiver. "Be me sow!, I
Victory sided with our voyager• and the people tbe.v had niver thought av thim. But phwy \he divil don't they take a hould av
ure.
championed.
tbim pickaninies over there, will yez tell me!"
The dwarfs came tumbling down upon the plateau in mingled
"Huh! Yo' kin bet dey don' go berry far out into de ribber."
grief, gratitude and delight.
"Yez are roight, naygur. Well, I'll sthay in the boat. Bot I don't
Grief at the loss or buuclreds or, their number, gratitude and de- intind yez shall have all the soft snap yesil!. Give us a little more on
light for Frank's repulse or the foe.
that oar!"
They crowded about the machine unable to comprehend the mae:ic
"Air:' got no oar! Dis am a paddle!"
power which had intervened to save them, but ready to worship
" Call it phwat yez will. Luk out there! Phwat did yez hit me
their preservers as gods.
fer!"
The voyagers gazed with horror upon the ghastly scene on the
Barney whisked about and glared at Pomp, But the latter aat io
plateau. There were hundreds of dead and wounded, and the work the stern quiet and wondering.
ef ministering to these was begun at at once.
•• Wha' dat yo' say! I dido' hit yo', honey.''
It was not until ~he next night that the . process or caring for the
"Yez didn't!'' ·
wounded and burymg the dtmd was limshed. Our voyauers did
"No, sn.h."
valiant service and when all was over, old Buludayo, cryii!g li!.;e a
"Begorra, something did.''
child, came and tlung himself at Frank's feet.
And Barney was right. An object had come hurtling out of the saw
Full two hundred of the giants had been killed. This was some
grass an 11 struck him fairly on the hack of the nack.
atonement, but as Frank declared, not enough.
It was a javelin, but it glanced off into the water before he could
" We have a warrant now for invading tlle Black Valley," declared
see it. The point of the weapon.had grazed his neck, but the shaft
Sears. ''If we discover that Ivory Mountaiu we will confiscate it." ·
"Thoue blacks are worse than fiends," declared· Frank. "They bad struck him In passing.
The next moment something came down with a thud Into the botmenace this whole region; no peaceable peoplll can live near them.
tom nf the canoe.
They are murderers and ought to be exterminated!"
Th? astomshed Celt grabbed i~ an~ pulled 1t np, making a great
The dwarfs were now more bitter than eTOr against the elephant
rent Ill the bottom of the canoe, 1t bemg of dressed hide and nothing
bunters. They cl~more d for Frank to lead them to the Black Valley. thicker.
This the young mventor fully intended to do, but fitst he called Bu!"Bejabers, it's thim divils afther us!" screamed Barney holding the
udayo to him, and said:
up. "They're over there in the saw grass to b~ sure. Lnk
"Yon must leave a strong guar1l of men at hom" to defend your javelin
out
fer yersilf, naygur!"
wemen and children. If yon do not, th ey mav suffer for it."
Another javelin whistled over Barney's head.
The aged chief promised to abide by this advtce. It was ard ror
The uncertain light destroyed the aim; but a greater peril asserted
any of the dwarf warriors to remain at home, as all had someoue to itself
·
now.
avenge.
The rent in the bottom of the canoe of course let the water In in a
B~t the chief's orders were obeyed, and a strong body guard was
great column. It shot up through the aperture and quickly filled
left m the pass. A hundred men could easily hold it.
Full tlfteen hundred armed dwarfs fell into line behind the Schooner the canoe.
"Golly!" screamed Pomp: " we'se got to swim for it, chile! De
th6 next morning: Not one of them but was ready to die in battle.
Tbus the lnvadmg party started for the Black Valley. All that da,- 'gators get us now fo' shuah !''
"Shwim!" gasped Barney, "an' a!Lona the alligators! Mither av
they traveled with rapidity.
"'
_But lh_e nature of tb·e cou~try would admit of not more than twenty Muses! it's the ind av us!"
·But there was no choice nor time for temporizing.
miles bemg covered. At mght they camped on a little eminence near
The canoe took a plunge, and the next moment both men were in
a nver.
Picke_ts were put out ~nd a man at tbe search-light kept the vicini- tbe water.
They instantly struck out with frantic efforts to ~wim to the shore.
ty welllllspectl'd. For 1t wa~ a well-known fact that the <>iants were
The deadly fe~>.r of the crocodiles lent them wings.
aware of tbe!r purpose and were hovering about in the jungle.
Splashlug and floundering in the wntet, they attracted the atten"!3ot our friends were r~solved to guard agamst any possible sur·
tion of the swimming dwarfs, and they shouted and swam toward
pnee. So every precautiOn was taken.
them.
It was then that· the black giants decided to make their attack.
The air was full of tlying javelins.
At once the alarm wns given. The dwarfs who were armed came
CHAPTER VIr.
trooping down to the edge of the Jungle and fearlessly met the giants.
THE &DTENTURE ON THE RIVER.
Frank and Sears aboard the Schooner were looking for Barney and
Pomp.
ALONG the verge of the river there was a great depth of saw grass.
It was lucky for the two jokers that this part of the river was uot
This is the case with most tropical rivers.
infestec! with Lhe crocodiles. Else they mast have been eaten up.
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As it was, however, they reacted th~ shore in safety just as Frank
sighted the 11lectric gun and sent a shell down into the jungle.
The dwarfs and the elephant bunters were havin g a lively battle. Of
course the latter would have soon gained the upper band had it not
been for the assistance of the Schooner.
But the black giants could not stand before that deadly tire. 1t was
a mysterious !leadly force which they did not understand.
So as a result they broke and ll.ed in terror. A few shells mowed
0
down th at part of the jungle and pu t them to lligbt.
The battle was brief, and once more a victory for the Schooner's
party, but Barney and Pomp resolved to venture out upon African
ri vers no more.
" Golly, I jes' fo' t I felt dem 'gators' jaws coming down onto me
ebery minute," declared Pomp. " l'se jes' callin' mahse'f a lucky
coon!"
" Bejnbers, I'll niver go out on any more rivers in this part nv the
worruld," said Barney, poaitively. " It was jes' enuff fo' me, yo' kin
bet!"
The giants did not venture to return to the nttnck again that nigh t,
b ut they hovered about in the jungle, and occasionally threw javelins
into the camp.
The next morning the march was resumed. Frank reckoned that
they ought to reach the Black Valley by nightfall.
So, as the caravan moved on through forest and jungle, the travel-ers all looked for;vard to the events of the next day, which were in prospect.
"We sh111l see the 1\fountnin of Ivory before two dayil,'' declared
Sears, with much satisfaction.
" Well, I agree with you," said Frank; "we ought to do that."
When high noon came they camped under the black arches of a
mighty forest. Here were great troops of apes, and marks of the
gorilla were found.
Thas far the blacks had been little in evid.,nce. Bot as the party
camped for the noon meal, a fresh incident occurred.
Frank and Sears were discussing the situation and laying plans
for the invasion of the Black Valley, whee a st1utling sound reached
their ears.
It came from the distance through the great forest and was most
unusual for th ose parts.
Crnck--uck! Crack!
"Jupiter!" exclaimed Sears, in sheer amazement; "did yon hear
t hat, Frank!"
"Indeed I did!"
•• Yon know what it wast"
.. It sounded like the rE!port of rill.es."
"And so it was. But-it can't be Barney and Pomp. They were
bare a moment ago."
At this moment Barney and Pomp sprung aboard the Schooner.
They were much excited.
"Golly, Marse F rank!" cried Pomp, "dere am sometin' goin' on
ober dere.''
•• Begorr~ it's somewnn as has guns to foi ght wiLh," cried Barney,
"it mnst be wholte men, sur.''
Frank and Sears rushed out of the vehicle. E ven the dwnrfs .hnd
been attracted by the distant sound.
Buluduyo came up with much sign talk, to the effect that his men
craved permission to visit the distant sceue.
Finally Frank said:
"Com e, S ~unley, let us take a party of these dwarfs and go. It
means somethin g, I hardly know what. Perhaps th ey are a party of
cur own countrymen in trouble.''
"Aye-aye!" cried the young explorer, " that is doubtless the truth.
I am with you, Frank!"
Barney and Pomp were left In charge or the Schooner. Buludnyo
selected a score of his bPSt warriors.
•
These he placed at Frank's disposal, and the start was made. Away
through th e forest they sped.
And us they went on it seemed as if th e sounds of conll.ict were
drawing nearer, until they WP.re really quite close at hand.
An d after forty mint.tes of hard climbing an d running, the relief
p arty burst through a network of vines and beheld an astounding
spectacle.
A number of blacks were tirst seen driving a dozen strong oxen
hurriedly through the brush. Then white helmeted men, arm ed with
Winchesters and firing rapidly as they beat a slow retreat, came into
view.
Our adventurers shouted in recognition, and a more surprised set
t han this new baud of Africnn explorers were, can hardly be im n2:ined.
They came rushing up bas1ily, a half dozen white men in all, and
greeted Frank nnd Sears profnsely.
" My nume is Anthony Gardner," said the lender of the party, a tall
fi nely form ed man with iron gray hair and whiskers, " glad to mee~
you. Wh ere are you from !"
Frank a1\d Sears introduced themselves and then Seers asked:
" But where are you fellows from f"
CHAPTER VIII.
THE

IVORY

HU NTERS.

"WE are from Chicago, Illinois," replied Gardner. " We are
Americans, as well as you.
We are in Afri~a · partly for adventure
and sport, an d partly to look up a certain large quantity cf Jvory,
which it was said the natives had in these parts."

"Not the Mountain of Ivoryr• cried Sears, in amazement.
"Well, perhaps so. They say It is a mountainous pile."
"Well, I'll be blowed!'' exclaimed Sears, In sheer amazement.
" That is just what we lite here for.''
" You don't mean it!"
"Yes, sir.''
" Well, I am surprised!" declared Gardner. "Your erraatl, then,
is the same as mine!"
"Exactly!"
" If I mistake not, we are not far from the valley held by these terrible black giants, who bold g uard over the Mountain of Ivoryr•
''We are half a day's journey from it. Bu:. how did you count upon
acquiring possession or the ivory?"
" We Intended to trent. with the blacks if we could. If not, we
should use our Winchesters to briug them to terms."
"That was a large contract."
" So we have found; for we have done nothing but fight ever sinee
ente!ing these parts.''
"Well, well!" repeated Sears, hardly able to realize the situation.
"This beats all I ever heard of! However, Mr. Gardner, we shan't
<:nnrrel OVE\1' the ivory."
"By no means. We u~ ed it only as an incentive to exploration.
You shall have every bit of it.''
"Oh, no; it shall be a fair division," declared Sears. "But-your
men ure having a lively tirue there!"
"Yes, the giants are too many for us. They have killed fifty of our
Mntnbeles since we left the coast."
"Mercy! You had better fall back on our camp. We have au
electric gun there which will very soon put a check upon thelr advance."
''I am very glad to nccept your suggestion," deolared Gardner;
"but tirst let me introduce my companions.''
'Ibis was done, and among them was a tall, sad-faced man, whose
nam~> was Gerald Hardy. As he grtpped bauds with Frank Reade, Jr.,
Gardner said:
" Mr. Hardy has had a terrible blow since coming into Africa.
When he left America his dau ghter, Grace, a very beautiful girl of
sevent.een, insisted upon accompanying him.
" Argument and dissuasion were or no avail. She was bound to
come and did so. Mr. Hardy bas bad cause to regret this. Grace
traveled m a sedan chair and was the life of our party. She is an excellent rlll.e-woman, courageous to a fault, and had a knack of cheer.
ing up our spirits when depressed.
"But alas! One night, it was not two days since, the giant blacks
attacked our camp. The assault was unexpected, and we were for a
Lime in much confusion. In that mixed state of affairs Grace vani•hed, and we have been able to find no trace of her since. What her
fate is we cannot learn. Either she was carried away to captivity, or
was murdered by those wretches. We did all we could to get some
clew as to her fate, but as yet it remains a mystery.''
Sears had listened to all this with. tile most intense of interest. His
figure tram bled like an aspen and bls eyes were fierce in their glow,
as be cried:
" That is a fearful thing. There is no doubt but that she was car·
ried into captivity and we must rescue h&r!"
"Bravo!'' cried Frank, "We shall ll.nd her in the Black Valley.
Here ts another rea8on for an mvasiou.''
" Right I" crilld Sears; " cheer up, Mr. Hardy. Your daughter shall
be saved if such a thing Is vossiblP.''
"God bless you for those words of comfort," replied the bereaved
vnrent, with moist eyes.
"We are iu luck in falling in with you," cried Gardner; ''do you
tell me that you have a large num ber of natives in your train!"
"Nearly fifteen hundred," replied Frank; "they are dwarfs."
"And terrible fighters, as I have beard. It looks to me as if we had
beLter join for tunes.''
"I think it would be best," said Frank; "there is strength in
union!"
Slowly the party fell back upon lhe camp of the dwarfs. The giant
blacks were savage and persistent. But they had run up against a
sturdy foe.
,
And as soon as Frank could get the electric gun to work, the sequel
was short and swift. The giants were forced to retreat.
The Matabeles in Gardner's command quickly fraternized with the
dwarfs. The force now organized to invade the Black Valley was a
formidable one.
Gardner and his companions regarded the Schooner with admiration
and wonderment. Frank took them on board and showed them all
over it.
"By Jove!'' exclaimed Gardner, "I don't wonder that you felt secure in invading this region. You have precious small risk.''
" Well, that is true," agreed Sears. "I have made a number of
attempts to Invade the Black Valley with even larger forces than you
had, and each time was nearly annihilated.''
" Then our prospects were not or the best, you think?"
1
"I know It! You would have met with utter defeat.''
Gardner w!nced at this.
"Well," he admitted, "events thus far seem to indicate that you
u~e right.
We were getting the worst or it when we met you."
, " I knew the folly of such an attempt from experience," declared
Sears, " but whPn I leqrned that Mr. Rende had invented the Desert
Schooner, I m11de ap my mind that if I could enlist him in the scheme
I should be all right.''
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And you were right,'' agreed Gardner. "I am anxious i.o go Corward."
" Is your party all right to proceed!"
"Quite rea_dyl"
" 'l'hen let us go rorward ."
Camp was broken at ouce. They were now not ten miles rrom the
Black Valley.
They oug ht to reach it by nig htfall. But an entrance, of course,
was not to be thoug ht or uutil the next day.
Somewhat to the surprise of all not a gtant was encountered on the
way.
They seemed to have drawn off ror some unknown reason, an d for
th e first ti•ne the rear of th e train was not harassed by them.
Garduer was nuzzled.
"I dou't underetan d it," he declared. "They are up to some mischier, be sure, We s hall hear from them yeti"
"I believe you," agreed Fra nk; " they are working som fl new
scheme!''
"1 hope we'll, be able to get onto it," declared Sears. "'l'o-nigtt I
shall try a little scouting.''
" Better not risk it," adju red Frank.
But Sears was not to he diss uaded. From the first moment of learning the story of Grace Hanly, he had been a tl itl'erent man. Some fa te
seemed to be ltmtl lug him ou, a nd he muttered:
"I am to rescue that girl; 1 l<no•v it, I feel it!''
It was dnrk when the invading party reached the entrance to the
Black Valley.
Camp was quickly made iu a spot reason al)ly secure from attack.
The dwarfs autl the Matubeles madt> rude huts of palms aud cane.
Pomp on board the Schooner prepare<! a rousing mAal, at which
Gardner and his companions were invited guests. It was to them a
mighty treat.
Not om. in the party but was nervous and excite:!. They were
thinklu~ or the ussault upon the stronghold on the morrow.
The giants hall proved them <elves no dispicable foe. It wae by no
means certain that the Scltooner even would he able to force its way
into the valley.
There were bot two mean s or entrance. One at the north end and
one a& the Pouth end or the vallHy.
The first plan had !leen that 1he dwarfs should at~empt to enter by
the sooth~ru pass and the Schoon er at the north. Bot Frank and
Sears ha:l of necessity and prudence changed these plans.
,
It was decided safer and !Jest to u~ite forces and make one grand
and common assault. And tlli~ was done.
Sears had not abandoned his intention of a scouting t(lur after dark.
He did not fear consequencf.S.
He had passed. some years in the wild west and had learned bow to
outwit the roe in the bush. So as soon as the camp was qui"t he
etole away into the ~tloom.
He wa.s armed only with revolvers and a knife. He made his way
with the agility of a cat up the monotuin side.
Gliding on through the gloom, he took care to use his sense or h ~ ar
ing anti touch to the utmost. In this manner he gained a point fully
a mile from the camp gleaming so far I.Jelow.
He was now, he believed, not fur rrom the pass by which entrance to the valley ).VUS made. But' at this juncture strange sounds
reached his ears.
"By Jove!" he exclaimed; "that is curious I What is going on?"
He listene•l again.
A dull hooming and crashing noise came at intervals to his
ears. H caused a slight concussion of the h1dge upon which he
was.
Determined to learn tl1e truth, Sears now took a mighty chance.
He crept nlong over the ledges tow nrd the pass.
His posi1ion was now one or rreat peril. At any moment his life
might b3 sacrillced.
For it was safe to assume tb t1t the giants were gathered at the
mouth or the pass to repel \,he Invaders. There was the almost certainty or stumbling upon thP.m,
c
But at this moment Sears caught sight or a bo!!tlre. It was burning just •ithin the mouth or the pass.
And by its light he t>eheld an astounding spectacle. The enti re
mouth of ~he r.ass was blockell 1\<ith mil!;hty bowlders and stone. Hig h
up on the moun~ain wall wert> legions or giant forms hurling others
over the verge.
.
The young explorer was more than aston ished at this sigh t.
"By Jupiter!" he excla!:ned; "tha t is a crafty trick! 'l'l:ey are barricading to prevent tLe Schooner from entering. That is indeed a
clever trick."
Sears did not venture nearer.
He watched the proceedmg s ror awhile. Then he prudently retired.
He made his way aarely down the moilntain elde ami into camp,
All were asleep when be entered, so be also turned in. Not until
the nex~ morning was this last move of the giants generally know!!.
CHAPTER IX.
THE J'lG H'f AT THE PASS.

Then the Schooner began to slowly climb the mountain side. Those
on foot deployed to right una left.
Through a Cringe or trees the attacking party went. Then the
mouth of the pass carne into view.
It was as Sears declared, blocked with bowlders. H ere was an obstacle. But Frank only smiled grimly.
" Go ou," he said to Barney.
Up tile slope crept the machine. But now a new and deadly peril
presented itself.
A great cry went up rrom all. For upon the mountain w,1 ll a huge
frag ment of rock was seen to sway and totter. Strong arms were behind it.
The nex t moment down the mountain side it came with the velocitv
of a caouon llall. Straig ht for the Schooner it was beht.
There was no time to get out of the way. Th ose on board gave o<Je
horrified gasp and half closed their eyes, expecting to be crush ed into
eternity.
But the crash did not come. What rollowed was to all a most astonishing incident, little sh ort of miraculous.
Just before the a wful bowlder reached the machin e, it struck au ob·
stacle, a sort of up-cropping or the ledge, and the bowlder g aTe one
giuOL leap into the atr.
Clean over the Schooner it shot, and crashed down the mountain in
its rear. Saved by a huir's breadth truly.
For a moment tbose on board the maehine were white as chalk and
unallle to move.
'l'heu Sears exclaimed:
" Saved!"
"A close call,'' said Frank.
" Begorra, won't they be afther sindin' another down afther us!"
crielt Buruey.
" Ri ~ h t," cried Frank; "get your ritles and pe!Jper that spot!"
Barney and Pomp o3eyed and FranK took the wheel. Once more
the Schooner crept up the slope.
'
At this juncture another bowlder we.s dislodged. Bu t it went far
wide.
All this while the dwarfa and Matabeles had been climbin~ up to the
mouth of the pass. 'l'hey deployed rigltt and left until they reached
the sheer wall of the mountain.
,
This thP.y could not scale. and it was easy for the giants to throw
down their javelins with fatal effect. The natives were falliug by
dozens, and wera powerless to cope with their foe.
'l'he outlook was most serious.
"By Jove, Frank!'' exchlimell Sears, "they will 'Je exterminated at
that rate. What can we do?"
Frnnk set his 1\ps firmly.
"Push on!" hP said.
The machine crept np the side or the mountain, nearer to the pass.
Frank went up on deck to whare the electric gun was.
.
lie sighted it for lhe top of the mountain wnll and fired a shell at
the spot where he fancted most of the foe were gathered.
Not one of them could te .seen. But the shell struck in a heap of
bowld PT8 and reduced th em to powder.
Giant blacks could ba seen tleeing in all directions. A -reritable
nest or them was broken up.
"Give it to them!" crietl Frank. "Pick them off with your rifles,
boys."
The white men cheered and 'he black dwarfs yelled. Then the fusil·
lade or the Winchesters began.
.
It was lively on that mountain sirle for a time,
Shell after shall was sent screech in~ np a mon!! the bowlders. The
el ephant bunters were driven bnck like mist hefore tile son.
Scores or them were pickt~d off by tbe rillemen. In a short while the
whole vicinity was cleaned out.
The dwarfs and Mutabeles were safe now, _but Sears now regarded
the obstructed pass, anJ said lugubriously:
" They yet have the IJesL of us, Frank. How can we get in through
that pass!"
" We will Bl!e," said the youn~ inventor.
He .ndjusted another sh All and si~hte!l the mass or bowlders. When
the shell struck them there wus un immense cloud of dust. .Much of
thP stor.e was reduced til powd er.
Others were disiQdged and reduced to fragments. The barricade
settled visibly.
"That's th fl stnffl" cried Sears excitedly. "H you can keep that
up, Fra11k, we shall be all ri!!ht!''
"1 think I can," muttPrPd the young- inventor. ".We will try it.''
Again und ogolin he hurled the awrnl dynamite bomhs into the
poss. Of course such treatment could not help but have some
effect.
Gradually the barricade settled until it was hardly twenty feet
hi~h .
.
Then Frank ceased firing.
"It is impossible to cle.a r it all out of the defile," he said; "but I
havP n logical plan.''
"What i& it!" asked Sears.
"We can build a road over that crushed heap or bowlders if we can
secure the services of the d warrs. Just a co11ting or dirt over the
obstruction and a little grading and the machine will go over all
right."

was great excitement in camp the next morning. Active
preparations were mPde ror the attack.
The dwarfs and the Mataheles wer11 armed . and drnwn up in battle
array. The white men onder Gardner were to officer them.
THERE

"Good!" cried Senrs, "it shall be done!"
He rushPd away to find Buludayo. The aged chi6rtaio at once em·
braced the task Pagerly.
•
In less time than it takes to tell it scores or the dwarfs were at work
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"Big chief or elephant hunters say he no give up Ivory llountain,
grading the height. In a comparatively short space or time the task
nor white girl either. He heap light, die, be burned and everyllng
was done.
The machine was not only able to pass over it, but the entire army afore be do dat.''
The white men were deeply disappointed and chagrined with this
or natives followed.
This was a ~reaL step toward victory. They were sure to get into reply.
For a moment Gardner's face llusbed with wrath unspeakable.
the Black Valley now.
\
Wllat other o l>stucle the giant blacks could devise it was bard to Then he turn ed lO Frank.
" Do you see wbut an obdurate, merciless set or pirates they are?''
see. The spirals or tlle invaders were up to a higll notch.
Upon the other Side or the obsti·uction th e pass was clear but devious he cried. "There is no other way but to whip them blind."
Indeed Frauk had begun to si.Jare this same Impression. So he
in its course. Once over, the Schoouer picked its wuy slowly along
lin ally said:
to the eud of the puss.
"Forward all! Perhaps when they see that we mean business they
Not a giant was seen.
What th~y were up to it was hard to guess. But that they were up will como to terms.''
An,l it was witll this hope and almost firm belief that Frank ordered
to some mischief there was little doubt.
" Well,'' said Frank, laconically, " if we fail to whip them, now the nd'vance.
'l'he Schooner went in front. Everything was ready for the strife.
that we have got into their vulley, we are certainly no good.''
The doors and windows wertl closed. Knives hod been put on
"You ure right!" erie« Sears; ·• but I don't leur that."
the
wheel hubs, and every mnn was at a loovhole with his rille.
The great army of natives followed the Schooner to the end or
Frank, however, was at the electric gun. He was studying up a
the defile. Emerging from this, the first view or the Black Valley
, plan to make the fray a bloodless one.
was haJ.
But this was by n,> means easy. The dwarfs and Matabeles kept
And that it was rightly named everybody was agreed.
It was fully six miles lou:: by three in breadth. Its floor was cautiously in the rear.
·They would mucb rather have met their giant foe in the bush
smooth ant! green carpeted.
Upon ull sides rose sheer walls or rock to the height or a thou- thr.n in the open. Close quarters with them was bound to be disastrous.
sand feet or more.
But they all had faith in Frank Reade, Jr., and the electric gun.
It was vlainly seen that the only access to the valley was the
Else they would not have advanced with their present conlidence.
pass at ench end.
The Linck giant.s cume forward in double lines. There seemed full
Natur" could not have contrived a more wonderful retreat or
three thousand or them.
more ideal for tress.
This was an enormous body of m'en, and especially men or their
And there, in the center or the valley, the adveturers beheld a
size. So far as numerical strength wetit, our adventurers werll· far
thrilling sight.
A mighty white mound rose in the air almost even with the height outclassed.
But sctence is bound to go ahead of brute strength. The deadly
of the cliffs on either side. Its base must cover fully an acre.
And this great pyrum:d or bill was composed or ivory tusl;s laid one electric gun, the creation or a human ' brain, offset easily the odds
·
upon the oth~r, the fruits of hundreds of years of toil in se.Juring tlwm. against them.
The l!iunts seemed to have either confidence or reckless &eterminaFor bundrells of generations the elephant bunters had contributed to
this gigantic uchlevement. Of course the ivory was all good, for there tion. They were not wavering In the least.
" By Jove, they mean to sweep us oot of the valley if they can I''
was uothmg in the climate to etlect its d«.>struction.
There was n fuhul<>us fortune in that irnme1:se heap of bone, as all crietl Sears. " Is there no way to check them, Frankr'
The young inventor smiled grimly.
realized. And they gazed upon it with many anJ varied sensations.
" I think there is," be said.
" At l~tl" exclaimed Sears: " by Jove, 1 had almost given up all
He pluced a shell in the gun. He trained it, but not upon the arlhopes of ever seeing it."
vancing
host.
" What an enterprise to market that ivory," suggested Gardner.
He could have easily thrown a shell into their midst which might
" There neetl be uo fear but that it Will yield us each a good !orhave killed a hundred. But he !lid not do thls.
tune,'' said Sears.
·
He aimed for a line or grassy hummocks, just in front of &be giants.
" Indeed that is true!"
But what clni:ned the attention or the dwarfs was the city of buts Tbeu he pressed the valve.
Thecouicnl shell was imbedded a number of feet in the hammocks.
and hovels wh-ich formed the habitation of the elephant hunters.
An immense nrmy or •.hem were advancing across the plain to meet Then it exploded.
The result was tearful to wttness. Great clouds of earth and debris
the invaders. Women and children could be seen among the hut9.
were thrown for many teet over the body or the blacKs.
Frank regarded the scene wilh clouded brow.
A hole big enough to bury a hundred o! them yawned at their feet.
"I can't say llikethis!" be said.
What could they do but halt?
.
" iVhyr• asked Gardner.
Another
shell at that instant burst just the other side or Lbis one.
"Well, these veople are coming out to defend their homes. They
It
produced
the
same
effect.
,
believe their cause to be just. We are an invading foe!"
Shell after shell was thus thrown at the feet or the wavering giants.
"But they would not hesitate to assail us under the same circumThen Frank threw one into their midst to complete the demoralizastances.''
"That may be true. Yet the taking or human lite, even t3ough it ti<.n.
be that or a savag-e, Is repugnant to mel"
It mowed the warriors down in a mighty circle, and piled their bodies up in heaps.
" Why need we take their livesr•
Words cannot express the situation.
" If we advance upon them there must be slaughter, and 1t very
likely will be a buttle of exterminatil>n."
This laht stroke was the straw whicl: broke the camel's back.
•• Is there no way to treat with them?"
Even courage itself could not endure in the face of such supernatural null inexplicable power.
" Do you know or any metiloctr•
"Wait!"
The elephant bunters were desperate men, but they could not
Gardner spoke to one or the Matabeles. He came forward anJ an- stand thjs.
They broke line and hAgan to retreat. Frank smiled and chuckled,
swered the ivory hunter in broken Eni!hsh.
"Maiolo," sn:d Gardner, "do you think you could take with those and ordered the schooner forwnra.
blocks over there!''
He could now begin to see a comparatively bloodless victory, and
that was what he wa9 working (o,;r.
Mulolo nodded eagerly.
"Yes,'' he replied, " me do so."
Shell after shell fell hot at the heels or the demoralized giants.
"Here, take this white handkerchief on a stick and go out and talk They suller.ly beat a retreat.
with thorn. Will you do II!''
It wt.s probable that the women had received instructions before
Maiolo consented to carry the llag of truce. Then Gardner gave the men went out to tight.
him instructions.
For the straw and !Jalm huts were now set afire, and the women
"Tell them," he said, "that we have a terrible lire-stick which can and children began to beut a hasty retreat to the upper end of the
eat them all up. Tell them that il thAy will restore tt.e white l!lrl to volley. This was u piece of Spartan sacrifice worthy of an ancient race.
her father snfely and sell the Ivory mountain, their lives shall be spared
" The victory is ours," cried Sears. " We shall clear the valley
easily. Give it to 'em, Frankl''
and we will be frhlllds."
Maiolo noted the message carefully and sped away.
Pursuit or the giants was kept up until they were driven far beyond
The lnvndArs now poused to ewalt the result or this. The truce was thAir burning village. Then the pursuers came to a halt.
.
seen and hPedell hy the giants.
" B•ll ter drive them out or the volley completely," snid Gardner.
Maiolo was seen holding a lengthy conferP.nce with them. Presently, But Frank shook his head.
" No nePd of thai," he said; "they have lost all. They will go now I"
bowevPr, he came skipping buck. All were eager to .know the result
And Frank's prediction proved corr«.>ct.
or hie ell'orts l~ make terms.
Th.., gianta lllfL the vaiiAy und the mountain of ivory behind them.
But they took with them that which was the most important or all.
This was the captive girl, Grace Hardy. Her father was frantic
CHAPTER X.
with thR hopeiPPsness or n rescue.
But Sears set his lips firmly, and his eyes flashed.
CAPTURE OF 1'HE VALLEY,
"Have good courage, Mr. Bnrdy," he said, "she shall be rescued.
MALOLO came hastily back from the parllly with the black giants.
I will give my life to effect tha •."
His stoical !ace betrayed nothing, but he marched up to Gardner, and
"You ore a brave and noble fellow," cried the father. "God will
bless you it you suc~.eed."
said:
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But further pursuit of the giants at the moment was not considered.
"We must go on at random and not heed the trail," declared
The ivory fever seemed t.> have seized all.
Frank. "I think we shall soon stumble upon them."
They rushed to the great pile of tusks and gloated over the mighty
So the machine went booming on at hazard through the rocky
wealth there represented. Gordner t~ven ventured to climb half way defiles. It was the best move that could be made under the cir· up the mound.
cumstances•
.,Everyone of the tusks so far as could be seen was sound. Here
The blacks would have gained precious time if the pursuers bad
was, inde11d, a mighty treasure.
paused n disentangle the multitude of trails. Frank was too shrewd
The native buts were by this time little more than smouldering lor this.
ashes. The dwarfs used them to cook their meat by.
So, as fortune bad it, the Schooner bit upon just the right track.
Tile long day was drawing to a close. As it would be useless to Suddenly. in turning n.n angle am-ong the ledges, the rear guard of
pursue the giants that night, it was decide<! to camp where they were. the retreating blacks came into view.
Gardner and biB companions were busy litscussing the disposition
" Beighol" yelled Sears. " There they are, !Joys!"
of the hill of ivory.
No ceremony was considersd. Fire was at once opened with the
There seemed no better way than to establish a special carrier line Wincbesters, and it wa:; lively enough for a time.
The blacks could make little return, for the white men were
to the coast.
'l'hese carriers were secured from the ranks of tl:e dwarfs. Thev shielded by the armor or the Schooner, and their javelins could
were tireless, hardy fellows, a,nd.could travel many miles in a day. - make no imprest~ion ou that. So the best thing they could do was
·
It was arranged that regular stations sh011)d be established, about to !lee.
five miles apart, . all the way to the sea. The first carrier receiving his
And they hustled into narrow defiles and niches, where the white
load of ivory carried 1t to the next station five miles away, where it was men could not follow them. In less time than it takes to tell it they
carried by another man to the nexo station, and so on to the sea, each were d;spered.
The defile was clear, and the Schooner pressed on; but it was to
carrier after delivering his loncl returning to his post to receive a fresh
meet with an astonishing revelation.
load.
Directly in front or them there yawned the open mou~h of a mighty
'l'bis was the Quickest, surest and safest way. It would insure the
ul t irnnte sure transportation of tue ivory to the coast in a continuous cave. Into this doubtless the giants' main hody bad passed.
daily st.ream, Wllereas, to attempt to trnnsport it iu bulk was nigh
Here was a sticker. The Schooner could not very well force ita
WilY into the narrow underground passage.
impossible.
What was to be done! ·
This very ingenious plan was adopted. But before it was put into
- There was no means of guessing the depth or cnpacHy of tbe cavexecution some thrilling tt.ings happened.
1t was deemed an imperative act to go in quest of Grace Hardy. ern. It might extend for miles underground. In that case the blacks
had successfully eluded their pursuers.
To leave her to her fate would be inhuman.
For to attempt to Invade the place. on foot, would be far too dao- •
H was not deemed necessary to take a large for~e.
The Schooner, with Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp, Sears and gerous.
Scores of the foe could lurk in t.he dark recesses and strike a death
Mr. Hardy were all. The rest were left in charge of Gardner, who already had the dwarfs at work on the pile of the ivory.
· ·
blow without danger to themselves. It would be suicidal to attempt I
The next morning the Schooner set forth on the trail. No scruples to enter t[\e place.
Here was a se~ back. For n time the pursuers were nonplnsed.
were experienced in leaving the party to take care or themselves.
It was hardly deemed likely that the giants would return to the atFrank Reade, Jr.'s inveotiTe faculties seemed for a time to be liter:
tack. If they should, better means of defense could be established, ally at a standstill.
There was no doubt but that Grace Hardy bad been taken into the
and they could nt least be held at bay until Frank could return witll
cavern with the black&. 'She was for the present beyond rescue.
the Schooner.
The person most deeply concerned, her doting father, was sorely dis·
Thus matters were arranged to the satisfaction of all. At an early
tracted. It seemed as if be mu9t abandon hope now.
.
hour the next morning, the rescue party set forth.
" Heaven l:elp us!" be said. " 1 am afraid I shall never ftee Grace
Straight for the upper end of the valley tbe macb!ne struek out.
again. Oh, what madness to have brought her into this wretched
Over tbe smooth turf n fair rate ol speed could be attained.
'
The trail of the retreating blacks was inetl'aceable, and could easily country!''
" Don't give up, sir!" snid Sears, fn his cheery manner. " Some·
be followed. Soon the walls of the valley began to converge into the
pass.
thing mny turn up, you know. Keep a st.iff upper lip.''
Eagerly the distracted father paced the Schooner's deck.
Tile machine ma<le a wide detour of the vicinity. Every point of
Be had all sorts or doubts and rears. It seemed almost too good vantage was care!ully studied.
news for him to hear that Grace was alive and uninjured.
But no evi<lence was found that the cavern did aught but strtke
It seemed reasonable that the black brutes would murder her for deep down into the center of the earth, and there seeme<l no other entrance. This led Frank to conceive a ray or hope.
sheer revenge upon their white foea. But yet there was hope.
"If this is the only outlet as well a~ entrance," he declare<!, " we
As the Schooner entered the pass the trail narrowed and wss qoite
plain. Frank began to entertain a fancy that they might overta!\a the have them like rats in a trap. They will be glad to come to terms
rather than starve."
blacks before long.
"That is too much to hope for," declared Sears. "Wait until dark·
But in this be wa9 doomed to disappointment. It did not take long
ness comes. I t.ave a plan."
to traverse the pass.
·• What is it!"
Then they emerged upon the northern side or the moun tains and
Sears' plan was hardly approved by Frank. The daring young exbeheld a remarkable stretch of country. The great lakes were apparently near at hand.
plorer propose<! to venture mto the cavern alone after dork, makin"'
The intervening region was rocky and barren. It SU""ested the himself up for a black by the n~e or eome burnt cork, which be poS.
sessed
among his effects. The idea wall certainly a striking as well as
rocky fastn11sses of ancient Arabia, where were the dens ~fAll Baba
seemingly feasible one.
and his Forty Thieves.
" Why, I tell you,'' he said, " that I can make up so that after
lfrom the mouth of the pass the traH descended into this uncanny
region. And now the ground, becoming fiinty and scaly It was hard dark you would not know me from a black."
indeed to follow the trail.
'
" But you are not a giant," said Frank; 11 don't forget that."
•• That is true.''
In raet a new anu unlooked for difl!calty was encoun tered. The
However, the daring young explorer was determined to carry out
wily blaeks had evidently foreseen the present exigency.
his scheme.
Thts bad led them to a:lopt a clever ruse.
He could at least gai n some idea of the Interior of the cavern, and
The trail nere diverged in a hundred directions. The purpose of
perhaps learn the location of some other entrance or outlet. It was ·
this wa~ to mislead the pursuers and divert pursuit.
And It worked effectually. 0! the . hondred different trails, which barely possible that be could learn something of the fate of Grace
was the !'roper one to follow! The pursuers halted in sheer perplex- Bnr<ly.
So whE!n the shades of night bad settled thickly down, Sears pro·
ity and lor a time the problem held them batHed. What could be
done!
ceeded to make himself up. He stripped, save a breech clout, and
bla~ked himself from bead to foot.
With a wig, and simul'atlug the negro walk, be was in the gloom a
• I
genuine African. Moreover, he looked taller a::ld larger now that he
II
CHAPTER XT.
was made up.
The other voyagers bea,rtlly wished him success. Just before midTHE CAVERN,
night the daring fellow slipped down from the Schooner's deck and
IT was clearly impossible to attempt to follow every trail. This slid into the gloom.
wonld be a sheer impossibility.
It was a trick which really required more than nn orclnary amount
What was to be donE>!
of nerve for him to execute. There were many cbaoees against biB
Fran~ no:l Sears got out and examined· the trail. Hardy watched
life.
•
them wttb deep interest.
Be knew not but that his first step into the cavern might mean a
"This was a clever trick," declared Sears. "These blacks are javelin through his body. But t:is was a nature which craved adven•
!fa,rp f~ll? ws." .
.
ture, so he did not think of faltering .
.' This IS an Indian game," said Frank; "such as you might expect
He sidled alon,g carefully until he reached the mouth of the cavern.
With the Apaches in Arizona.''
Then he sli<llnto the Inner shadows.
"Is there no hope!" asked Hardy.
As he did so he had a thrllling' experlence. He came In loll contact
11
Oceans of it," replied Sears cheeringly. "Of conrse they cannot with a naked giant body. For a moment Sears belie?'ld bimself lost.
escape .a utterly. This is only hindrance and not defeat."
But be heard only a guttural grunt like a curse and was hurled
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aside. He knew then that be had run into a giant and that his identi\y had not heea suspected.
The black was probably Impatient at,what !:e considered his fellow
warrior's stupidity. That was all.
At any rate, it was as close a call as he, wished to expertence, and he
guided himself accordingly. He crept along close against the cavern
wall.
He could hear forms moving about him and sibilant whisperR, and
he knew that be was in the very midst of the foe. What more thrilling situation could be imagined!
Discovery would be death. Yet Sears' nerves were steel. He leisurely penetrated the cavern until he sud•lenly caught sight of a distaut light.
lt was a tire or fagots built in one of the cavern chambers. Sears
was at once interested. _
He crept nearer to the scene.
And there In the cavern chamber he saw the black women and
children gathered. They were moving about and chattering in apelike fashion.
Sears ran his gaze over them and gave a thrilled start. Among
them was one rarely IJe~utifull u ce, a pearl in a rude setting.
It was Grace Hardy. Her face was very pale, but very lovely. The
black women moved about her, and did not seem to treat ber unkindly.
Sears drew a deep breath.
"Thank God, she is safe!'' be muttered.
And then:
"Jove! Is she not beautiful!''
The more be feasted his gaze upon the young girl the greater was
the danger or hts becoming spell-bound . His first Impulse wall to
rush forward and eflect her rescue.
But the imiJI'acticabilitv or this move now dawne(\ upon him, and
be recovered himself. He bethought himself of his present ridiculous
attire, or rather lack of attire.
'
So he comentE"d himself with merely looking at the fair captive and
making a mental effort to etl'ect her rescue.
But no possible method suggested itself. He finally grew deeper·
ate.
He even ventured nearer the throng or women in the hopes that he
could get word with Grace. In this he succeeded.
,
By carefully edging his way along he managed to get in a spot just
back of tne young g.irl. And just at that moment a fortunate thing
happened.
,
By the merest chance she roae from her seat and sauntered to the
other end or the chamber.
None of the women paid nny special heed to this movement, for
there was no avenue of escape in that direction.
But it brought her withm easy speaking distance of Sears. The
young exol.>rer's heart beat like a trip-hammer.
Once Grace glanced in his d!recl ion. In the gloom she saw the outliues or what seemed to her merely the form of one of the blacks,
nothing more. But suddenly she saw this fellow ma!;e a peculiar
gesture witb his band.
Instantly her attention was attract!!d and she was lntere~~,ted. What
dld it mean! Surely, this black wns trying to communicate wtlh her
in the deaf and dumb language.
Too astonished for action, the young girl stared at the action or the
slender, black fellow. Then she involuntarily began to read the alphabet with which she wns quite familiar.
" l-am-a-friend,'' she read.
Then in a moment more:
.. Have no fear. You~. father and friends
.. t ti t
rescue.''
are nearuy 0 e ec your
Grace mi~ht have fainted, but she was a plucky girl and did not
besit~Lte to make reply:

"You giva me hope. For this I thank you!''
"I am glad to serve you. How can I get you safely out of here!"
" I know not.''
Sears was by this time most intensely excited. · He tried to think up
a legion or plans for effl!cting the rescue of the young girl, but be was
completely at a loss.
At la!t, in despair, be realized thaL his friends aboard the Schooner
would be anxious to know the result or his experlition into the cavern.
Also, they might be able to sngg ~st a method by which the rescue
could be eft'ecteJ. So he signaled the captive again.
"You are sale here for the present?''
" Yes; these women are not unkind to me.''
" Then I will return to my companions and confer with them. Have
goorl courage; we shall rescue you.''
"I thank you!'
The girl's face had undergone a marvelous change. Young Sears
h11rdly k ew what made his veins tingle, or his heart beat so fast as
he glided away.
Keeping deep in the shadows, he W!IS soon in the outer cavern. The
giant blacks were yet gathered there in the gloom, but be managed
easily to step by them, and was once more quickly in the outer air.
He made n circuit of the open space and then at a proper roo·
ment glided up to the Schooner.
As ke reached the rail he heard a low voice:
" 111 that you, Sears!"
"It is!"
"Thank Heaven! I was afraid you would never come back!'
"Yon know the story of the bad penny. Here I ami"
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Over the rail be went and the next mome,nt he was in the pilot bouse.
He was warmly welcomed by the others.
"Yes,'' he snid 10 response to various queries. "I have been into
the cavern and-what will be good newil to you, Mr; Harlly. I have
sroken with your daughter."
Hardy gave a wild scream and tottered forward.
"ls that true!" he cried, "do not trille with me!"
" Ilt is true!"

I

CHAPTER XII.
THE END.
THE overjoyed parent was lor a moment too intoxicated with joy
to speak.
Tuen he showered questi01;s upon the young scout.
Sears answered them all to the best of hi9 abilily.
"Yes," he replied, "I found her unharmed and brave. She was
s•trprised to tlod hereetr in communication with a friend. It is safe
to say that she never areamed of my being a white man.''
" Which is a juke," laughed Frank. "You make a iae looking
African, Sears."
" Thank you!·'
"Begorra, the naygur here is jealous av yez!" declared Barney,
with a grin.
"Shut up yo' head!" snapped Pomp, making a biff at the Celt.
It was a happy hour. Though as yet G-race· was a prisoner, and
there was no logical plan as yet devised for her retcue, it was
somet\Jin~; to know that she was alive and unharmed.
At once all set about devising the plan of rescue. For a time this
was a mighty problem.
Then f:iears declared:
" I have a theory."
"Ahl" was the general exclamation.
" I believe we have these fellows trapped. They are all packed into this cavern, men, women and children. There is I believe but this
one outlet. It will not require many hours to force them to terms for
they cannot find means or subslatence in that cavern."
Tbere was silence for a moment.
Then Frank sai<l:
"Your plan then is to starve them out with a siege?"
" I see no better way."
"But Grace," interposed Hurdy; "we shall be starving her ttto.''
This was true enough. Yet bow could t\Je strife be won in any other
way? But at this very critical moment the change In affairs came.
A cry came from Barney in the pilot-house.
"Shure, Misther Frank, wud yez be afther comin' up llere," he
cried.
•
Frank at once complied.
Barney pointed toward the cavern.
•·Do yez see that, sorT Sh1.tre it's my idea they want to speak
wid us.''
In the mouth of the cavern stood a huge form of a giant black
waving a torch. Frank at once picKed up a lantern and stepped
out on the deck.
b
tl d.
h
·
1
d
He
The torch earer, n mg is stgna !lnswere • came nearer.
held the torch up and made some guttural remarks.
Frank of course could not understand these. But while he was
wondering what they meant on explanation came.
The light of a dozen torches illuminated the cavern. In Its mouth
appeared a number of the giants. And a great cry went up from
Hardy.
G
H d
In their midst there stood race ar y, tall and beau(i(uJ. Her
captors led her forward with many gesticulations.
"Did you ever!" cried Sears; "they meun to surrender her!~
.. Thank God!'' cried the rather.
"They have come to terms."
.. Yes."
"Accept their terms, Frank!" cried Sears·, "tell them so with
signs!''
Frank endeavored to do this. 'l'he blacks seemed satisfied and a
moment later Grace Hardy was in her lather's arms.
I
The blacks disappeared in the cavern. To assure them of ilia good
faith Frank at once started the machine away up the mountain side by
aid or the search-light.
It was a happy moment.
In the excitement Sears bad forgotten his personal appearance. He
stood eagerly close by Hardy, who, after effusively embracing his
child, turned, and said:
" And we owe much to Mr. Stanley Sears, this gentleman here, who
spoke with you in the cavern.''
Grace turned and gave Sears a sweeping look. In that instant the
explorer became conscious of his make up and realized that be was
hardly in presentable shape with his only garment, a breech clout.
"Indeed!" said Grace, sweetly. "I owe the gentleman much grot, itude for his words or cheer, and--"
l ' But Sears gave one t9fritled gasp, and ye:Jed:
I " Oh , I forgot! Pardon me!" and be !led from ufe cabin in wild
confusion. Everybody howled, and it Is no more than fair to say that
Grace joined them.
When Sears appeared ahvly on the scene a while later, be was in tbe
conventional white n1an's garb, and as handsome a man as any young
girl would care to meet.
"'I trust you will pardon my forgetfulness in appearing te you as I
did, Miss Hardy,'' be said bashfully.
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"Don't apologize," she said merrily. "As lo1•g as you indulged
in t bat horrible make-up for my sake, I surely can afford to overlook it."
"Thnt is a mos~ graci<>us pardon, and comes from a generous
heart," said the young PXplorer g allantly.
Grace 3lushed and sweetly protested. Whereat Sears of course fell
into other graceful little gallantries; but of them we will not apeak
more.
Slowly up the mountain side the SchoonPr crept.
A short while later the pass was reached. From here, by means
of many torches far below, the black giants could be seen filing- out
of the cavern. It was certain ,that they ha•l abandoned the strife and
were decamping for anoth er part ot the country.
It was a grand victory for the ·White explorers. The Mountain of
Ivory and the Black Valley were to be their portion of the spoils.
"It hardly s eems fair to tal>e the ivory without paying them for it,"
said Hardy, "it was their property, and to them a sacred monu.
ment!''
" But what good was it to the world at large?'' ar~ued Sears, "it.
wa! doing them no good. It will be of use to the civilized world, nnd
taking It deprives them of what was practically or no value to the~
except in a superstitious way."
"The ivory is part of the spoils of war!'' said Frank.
"Be jahers, they'd have ml'ighty hard worruk to get it back now!"
afflrmell Barney; at which all laughed.
The machine was not put through the pass that night.
Bot when daybreak came the pass was made, and the Schooner was
liooo a~ain in sight of the Mountain of Ivory.
As the vehicle drew near, Jt was seen that Captain Gardner had nlraady begun work on the ivory.
It was being sorted and sewed up In skins, and prepared for shipment to the coast. As the Schooner appeared much exeitement was
created.
Gardner and the others were, of course, delighted to learn or the
success or the trip, nod that Grace Hardy hall been rescued.
All cnme forward to congratulate her, and it was altogether a happy occasion. Then bright plans were laid for the future.
Anthony Gardner and ilis cnllene:u"s announced their intention of
remaininl!: in Africa until the ivory mine was exhausted.
"I have taken a fancy to the climate," dec!l~red th e Yankee, •• and
I like here first rate. I have already engaged Bnludnyo and his people for carriers to the const. If you do not want to remain here,
Hardy. go back to Nt~w York and manage that end of the business."
"Very well," agreed Gsrald Hardy, "th!lt will su,it me perfectly
well."
And so it was arranged that the pnrty. with the exception ol Gardner and his men, should return to Libreville and sail for America.
The main ohject of the expedition had been accomplished, and there
was nothing now to remain in 'Africa for.
Hardy and his fair daughter Grace, were to be passengers ahonrd
the Schooner_ This was a source of delight for the young explorer,
Stanley Sears.
His ori.,.inal plan had been to remain in African, but now, somewhat sin;lularly, bu~iness interests called him hack to America.
He had grown sick of traveling, he declared, and was for settling
<1own in a home of his own. Frank RP.a.le, Jr., li•tened wit,IJ a smile.
And even Barney and Pomp were daatl onto the explorer. Before
the coast wus reached Sears knew his fate.
They had encamped one lovely evening upon a beautiful tableland.
The moon hung a !liHc ol silver in the sky, and the tropical country
was bathed in ils sheen.
At this wilcbing hour, Sears chanced to come upon Grace Hardy,
sitting upon an isolated rock, and enjoying the scene. Sears was a
polished gentleman in any drawing room, but now be felt as awkward
ns a boar.
"Pardon me," he said, sinking down upon the sward near her,

I
"but ma:v I crave the pleasure or sharing with you this enjoyable
prospect!"
"You are very welcome," she replied, naively. "I will not refuse
you a share of .anytbh1g so beautiful. Is it not charming!"
.
" The effect is heightened by-" he choked and couhl say no more.
Wh11t fiend is it that tongue-ties a lover at I he most critical point!
" By the splendid moonlight.'' finished she. "Ali, yee, it is grand.
Indeed, I am afraid there would be little visible of all this natural
scene of beauty were it not for the moon!"
He shot a covert glance at her. Was it sarcasm!
Then his cheeks burned as be repelled the thought. It was not a
thing of which her sincere nature wall capable.
"I-I didn't mean that," he stammered, "that is--"
"Oh, J!erhaps you mean that it is the landscape which gives the
moonlight i.ts opportunity-" she began.
"No!" be cried impulsive!!, "it is this whole scene which give~ me
my opportunity. Oh. Miss Hardy, I--"
Then be became tongue·tit:d.
It was plain that Grace was now astonished. Ste leane<l :orward a
trilla and said practically:
" What are you talking about, Mr. Sears!"
How he came to say it Sears never knew, bot he blurted forth:
"You!''
The trim little figure straightened a hit. Everylhin~ swam about
Sears. It was a long interval of silence; then the young explorer
htmrd a sound very like a little smothered laugh.
· Did be hear arigh~! 'l'bis straightened him. Wns she making a
laughing stocK of him! Then she was silently making fun of him!
He was instantly dignified. · But a low, sweet voice, with a tinge of
merriment in it, snit!:
" Diu you mean that my presence here to-night, Mr. Sears, heightens the appearance of the landscape, the moon, or--"
Sears sprang up.
" What a consummate fool I ami" he cried. "Yoa know my meaning, Grace. Grace. fairest of the fair, I love you!"
That settled the little romance. When all stood safely on the decll:
of the homeward bound ship once more, Stanley SPars plucked up
courage to ask Mr. Hardy for the hand of his daughter. They were
to be married within six months of a eafe arrival in New York.
And that voyage home was a propitious one. But when the steamer
had sighted Sandy Hook, all gathered on deck to behold once more
with tears of joy the sbor"s of 1heir native land.
The great trip to the Black Zone had been a success.
The mountain of ivory was sure t{\ make a mighty fortune for its
owners. Nobody could deny this. But all were hound to admit that
the great triumph was due wholly to one man,
That was the true bP-rO of tbe occasion, Frank R~>ade, Jr. The young
inventor, by the construction of the Deeert Schooner, had made possible the conquest of the tllack giants ana thf- acquisition of the ivory
mo!lulaio.
But Frank refus~d any share in the prollts of the enterprise.
" I went to Africa solely for sport and adventure," he declared.
"I have money enough for my needs and care for no more. I thank
you."
And this settled it. But at the wedding of Stanley Sears and Grace
Hardy a few mouths later, Frank Reade, Jr., was the' most honored
guest.
It was a happy occasion ~ Among the gifls was a beautiful diamond
of many carats and fubulous worth sent by the dwarfs of Buludayo.
It was found in the Black Valley.
The ivory llusiness proved a golC: mine for ils projectors for years.
All returned from the Dark Continent very wealthy. With this statement let ns take our leave of them.
And Frank Rende, Jr., Barn"y and Pomp to-day regard their trip
to the Black Zone as one of the most exciting experiences of their
career.
[THE END.]
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138 Moldoon In Chicago; or. 1'he Solid 1\h.n at the
World's Fair,
by Tom Tenser
139 Consin Harry; or, An English Boy in America.
Part I.
by Sam Smiley
140 Oousin Harry; or, An English Boy in Am eri ca ,
P&rL H .
by Sam tim il ey
141 A New Tommy Bounce; or, The Worst of the
Lot. Part J.
by Sam Smiley
142 A New l 'e,mmy Bounce; or, The Worst of tbe
Lot. PArt. II.
by Sam Smiley
14.3 St.ump; or, ''Little, But, Ob, Myt" Part I.
by Peter Pad
144 Stump; Ol', 11 Little, But, Oh, .My!" Psrt ll.
by Peter Pad
145 Shoo-Fly; or, Nobody'sllioke. Part I.

146 Shoo-Fly; or, NolJ: dy's Moke. Paj\?'om Teaser
by Tom '1'easer
147 Obips and Obin Obin, the Two Orphans . Part
!.
by Peter Pad
148 Ohitts aad Ohio Ohio, the Two Orphans. Part
II.
by Peter Pad

Price 5 Cents.

No:

80 Yo~?!d~~~~~n~~d~i;~e~:nf1~df.•:mb<jJ' Two; or, Tbe
No.
81 Young Sleuth's .Master Stroke ; or, The Lady Detec91 Frank Reade , Jr.'s Search For a Lost Man in His Lat.
tive's l\Inny 'Mus ks.
est Air Wonder .
82 Murdered iu a Mask; or, Young Sleuth at th e ll"rencb
92 :F rank Reade, Jr., Jn Central India; or, The Search
Ball.
For the Lost Savants.
83 Young Sleuth in Paris; or, 'l."he Keen Detective and
the Bomb-Throwers.
93 Th.j.~~s8~Ne~sltab'db~~P ~re~~k Reade Jr.'s Wonderful
84 Young Sleuth and tlle Italian Brigands : or, The Keen
94 Over the Andes ' Vith Frank Reade, Jr ., in His N e w
Detective's GreiLtest Rescue.
Air-Sbip; or. Wild Atlventures in l'ern.
85 Yonog Bleutb and & Dead Man's Secret ; or, The .Mes95 ]frank Reade, Jr.'s Prairia Whirlwin d; or. 'l' be :Mystbr~
sa.~e in the Hnndle ot a Du.gger.
of the l:lidden Canyou.
86 Young S leuth Decoyed; or, The '¥oman of F'ire.
96 Under tbe YeHow Sen.; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s :Search
87 Young Sleuth and the Huua\\ay Oircus .Hoys; or, Fol..
for the Cave of Pearls Willl His New ::iubma.rine
Jowing a. Puir of Wi ld New York l ·nds.
Oruiser.
88 Yonng :Sleuth at Atlantic City; or, '!'he Great Seasije
97 Around the Horizon for 'J'en Thousand Miles; or.
Mystery .
Frank Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful '!'rip \Vitb H1s Air89 Young Sleuth, tne Detective in Ollicago; or, Un rave1Sbip.
in6!' a .Mystery.
98 Frank Reade, Jr .'s "Sky Scraper;" or, North and
00 'fhe l\1an in the Sufe; or, Young Sleuth as a Bank
South Around the World .
Detective.
Sleuth and the Phantom DetecUve: 'l'he or,
99 Un~:~J~.eJ~~~~~~~[~~t l:b~~~int~ ~~~,~::~.;or, }frank ._ 91 Young
'l'rail of the Dead.
100 l!Tom Ooast to Coast; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Trip
92 Yol1ng ~leuth and the Girl in the Mask; or. The Lally
Across A fricu. in His E lectric" Boomerang ."
?tlonte Uristo of Ha1timore.
101 Frank Reade, Jr., and His E lectric Car; or, Out\\oit93 Young Slel1th and t.he Oorsic1m Koife·Tbrower: or.
8
·fbe Mystery of tbe 1\iurdered Actress .
102 L~~~~: ft~ g1e~~~e~<f:~~f the Moon; or, Frank Reade.
94 Young Sleutb and the Cashier·s Crime; or, The EviJr . '• Great Trip WHh His ,rq-ew Air-Ship, the
dellce of a Dead Witness.
"Scud."
95 Young Sleuth in the 'J'oi1a; or, Tbe Death Traps of
103 100 Miles Below tbe Surl&ee of tl>e Sea: or, Tbe MArNew York.
•
velous 'l'dp or Frank Reade, Jr .'s "Hard-Shell,
96 Young :Sleuth nod the Miser's Ghos t; or, A Hunt For
Submarine Boat .
Hidden Money .
104: Abandon ed in Alaska; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s 1'brill97 Young Sleuth as a Dead Game Sport; or, 'l'he Keen
ing Search for a Lost Gold Claim With His New
Detectives Ruse for 110,000.
New ~leotric Wa.gon.
9H Young Sleuth a.nd the Gypsies' Gold; or, 'rbe Package
105
8
Marked .. Z ."
~~~~tdF!~~o!~f.~\~ ~f~~ ili~r;u::S'h~~. ~ea~tr~i¥.'·~ 99 Youn.r
~H e utb and roH"Y Pete, the Sharper King; or,
'rhe Keen Detf>ctive's Lottery GtLme.
106 Urndeec~~:er ~~e~ns~aol>e~·f ~~k Reade, Jr.'s Submar1
100 Yonng Sleuth in the :Sewers o t !Sew York ; or, Keen
Work from Broadway to tbe Howery .
107 ~~C:t }~'th~i~~u~a!b~i~~~Y~ .?Ov!~rann~ ~~!~ibu~~;;
101 Young Sleuth a nd the !\tad llell Ringer ; or, 'l'he
108
Secret of the Old Church 'J'ower.
·rwo~~::tu~f ~r~i~me~it~r, R'i~ nkN!;~ad~ir~S·~~P~\e~! 102 Young
Sleuth's Unknown; or, 'J'be Ma.n who Came
•• .E'Ia.ab."
Bebind.
109 Lost in the Great Undertow; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
103 Young &1euth's Great Swamp Searcbj or, 'l'he :Mi88.Submarine Oraise m tbe Gulf Stl'e&m.
Girl of Everglade.
110 From Tropic to 'fropic; or. Frank Reade. Jr.'s Latest
104: Young :Sleuth and the 1\lad Doctor; or, Tbe Seven
Poisoned Powders.
111 T~~~~ ~~tcf ~1istl~~ci:~:u~~~ an Air-Ship; or, Frank
105 Youn« Sleuth's Hig Bluff; or, Simple Sallie's Mission .
Reade, Jr.'s Great Mid-Air F li ght.
106 Young ~leutb's Great Contract~ or, 'l'he Keen De112 The Underground Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subtertective's Double Game.
ranean Cruise in His :Submarine Boat.
107 Young Sleut.h's Night Watch; or, 'J'he Keen Detectiv&
Guarding Millione.
__
113 Tbe Mysterious Miraae; or, 'F rank Reade, Jr.'s Desert
Search for a tiecret. \Jity with His New Overland
108 Youn2 Sleuth •and the Mystery of the Dark Room;
Ohaise .
or, 'file Orime of the Photograph Gallery.
114 The Electric Island ; or, Frnnk Reade. Jr.'s Search for
109 y rnu:t~,~d~~o;:sdo!ha~ ~~:aJ~~~~a!oe~~ery i or, J4e a tthe Greatest Wonder on Earth With His Air-Ship,
110 Young ~:Heath and the Great Mine Mystery; or,l\lur- .
the "'FJi"ht."
dered Unaer Ground.
116 F~rra.~~ J!:d~~ J~~ri&~e!t ~~b~:~rne ~~~r~ha~e; or,
111 Young Sleuth ROd the Runaway Heiress : or, A Girl
116 The Galleon's Gold; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep :Sea
Worth Millions A1nong Des,,erate Crooks.
Search.
112 Young Sleuth und tbe Haunted 1\till; or, The Phantom Mystery of Dark De11.
117 Af{J~~~rtcus~:~i~ ~~!tb-J~:~:rl!iRi~fe~iuTr~aHi~ ~t~
113 Young Sleuth and the Millionaire 'fra.mp; or, Dia...
Antipodes.
8
114 Y~:~: sVe~l~~r ~~Ssthe Mask ed B~tber of Atlantic
118 Fran I< Reade, Jr . 's Greatest Flying Machine; or,
City; or, Tbe Mystery of a. Crime of t.ke Surf.
}~i~hting the 1'error of the Coast.
119 On the Great Meridian With Frnnk Reade, Jr., In His
115 Young .Sleuth und the Mad Artist; or, Tbe Orime of
the Studio.
~ii~ j:iAi~dh~XJr.or, A 'l 'wenty-Five 'l'housand Mile
116 Young Sleuth's .Best Find; or, The Secret of the Iron
120 Under the Indian Ocean With Frank Reade, Jr.; or,
O ~est.
117 Young Sleuth's J,ady Ferre~; or, The Keen DetectA Cruise in a Submarine Boat.
121 Astray in the Sehasi:Jor, 'fhe Wil d Experiences of
118 y~v:~sg B;l~~~il~u~~NY~ WoJt in Sheep's OJotbing; or.
I~~!~c~{:;i~~· t~~·kle~~~6Yc:~d Pomp, in ~outh
Unmasking the Prince of Impostors.
122 Lost in a Oomet's Tail; or. :F-rank Reade, Jr.'s Strange
119 Young Sleuth's Boy Pupil; or, 'l'be Keeu Detect1ve's
Adventu re W1th His1Sew Air-Ship.
Street Boy Pard .
123 Six Sunken Piratee; or, Frank Reade ~ Jr.'sl\tarvelous
120 Y~~~~ ~~r~bHfd2e~\?-o~!~ewalk Prince; or, Neck to
Adventures in the Deep Sea.
124 Beyond the Gold Coast: or, Frank Reft.de, ,Jr.'s Over121 Young Sleuth and the Mysterious l\lodel; or, '!'heland Trip With His l£1ectric Phaeton.
Secret of a Murdered Artist.
122 Youcg Sleuth and the Lady Phrsiciao; or, The Mys125 Latitude 90°: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Most Wonderful
, tery o f the Poisoned Cup.
1\..t id-A ir Flillht.
123 Young Sleuth and the Actor's Strange Orime; or, Tbe
126 Afloat in a Sunken Forest; or, Wit.h Frank Reade,
Murd er Before t.be Footlights .
J1· , on a Submarine Oru ise.
124 Young Sleutb and the Madhouse l\'lystery; or, Tb&
127 Acro~s the Desert of Fire: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
Mystic !Sign of 7.
11
128 o~!~rTe,~~ub'!'~~Yn~n~s~t~~~~er~n°k ni~~de, Jr.'s Long
125 Young Sleutb and tbe Mystery of tbe Mill on the
:Mu.rsb: or, The lndiau Doctor's Dark Plot
Uistance Flight With His New Air-Ship.
129 The Coral Labyrinth; or, Lost Witb Frank Reade, Jr. ,
126 Young !Sleuth and the Femn,l e SntLke Obarmer; or.
'l'he Handcuffed Mao of the Iron Room .
in a. Deep Sea. Cave .
127 Young Sleuth and tbe 'J.'win Newsbo3•s; or, The Queen
190 Along tLe Orinoco; or, With l!"'rank Reade, Jr., in
of the Vreen Goods Men Outwitted .
Venezuela.
j28 Young Slel1th and Lost Mr. Medway; or, the Hand
·131 Across the Earth: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest Trip
With HiCJ New Ai r-Ship.
129 y~J'n°:~~~~u~;kJat'b~· Copper Mine }lystery; or, Tb&
132 1,000 Fathoms Deep; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
Detective's Underground Clew.
tbe Sea of Gold.
130 Young Shmth and the Slaves of t.be Silver Dagger; or,
133 Th e I sland in tbe Air; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Trip to
'l'be .Mfstery of tbe New Aladdin.
134. l;~~~L'f~fl~c~f.an's Land; or, With Frank Reade, Jr.,
131 Y~~~a'l~~~:f~~t~!lceel~:sdJe~!~~ond Sharp; or, Desin the Heart of Australia..
135 'J'he Sunken Isthmus; or, With Frank Re&de, Jr., in
!32 Y1,1b~~:~~~~~l~h~~f·sBL~~tftlu}:indow Smasher; or.
the Yucatan Obtmnel With His New Submarine
133 Young Sleut h and the Boy Fence of the Bowery; or,
Ya.cht thE'I ·• Sen Diver .. ,
~
Old Moll's Game for Gold.
·
136 The Lost Caravnn : or, Frank Reade. Jr., on the
134 Young :Sleuth and the Fat.sl Postage S~mp; or, :MurHtnked Plains With His " Electric Racer."
dered by Mail.
137 Tt~r;:~~~e~;y:t::i~hsorO~~~t~ ~y:geH~:··~e!dA:i~:
135 Yonng :Sleuth n.nd the Fire Kscape Crook ; 01', fhe
Kee n Detect.i ve's Hattie in Mid Air.
138 T~~i~!f/d"I~~~~·j~e~~. Frn.nk Reade, Jr.'s Strange
136 Young !Sleuth and the .M idnight Moonshiners; or.
'J'be Trail of the Mountain League.
Submarine Search for a Deep Se~t. Wonder.
137 Young Sleuth and the Man in the Gray Ooat; or, Tbe
139 'rhe Aband oned Cou ntry : or, }!~ rank Reade. Jr .• ExMystery of a Murder Without a Motive.
plorin g IL New Contin~nt.
138 Young Sleuth and the Boy Baseball Captain ; or,
140 Over the Steppes; or, Adrift in Asia With Frank
Happy H1Lrry 's Great Home Run .
Read e. Jr.
139 Young Sleuth and the Oa.mpiog Qg,t Club; or, Th&
141 The Unknown Sea; or, Frank R eade, Jr.'s UnderMystery of Green Woods Oam p.
Wn.tel' Cruise.
UO Young Sle uth and the Boy Circus Rider; or, Bamiog
142 Int~~~ Bd~~taf:~~~~;r,~rnnk Reade, Jr.'s Quest for
a Poor Lad's .li'oeR.
1

0

All the above libraries are for sale by.all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of price. AddreS'S
.

P. 0. Box 2730.
/

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,·34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

